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B. ABSTRACT

ONR Grant ONR N00014-07-1-0597 has supported a four phase program. Under Phase (1), there were three materials thrusts. (a) The first was on the continued development of hybrid pulse laser deposited and liquid phase epitaxy films of low loss cubic yttrium iron garnet (YIG) and lithium ferrite, uniaxial barium hexaferrite, and planar zinc-Y hexaferrite. (b) The second was on a renewed effort on bulk and thick film ultra-dense fine grain polycrystalline YIG and spinel ferrite materials, and on native oxide multilayers. (c) The third was on high magnetization metallic films, notably of Permalloy, iron, and FeTiN. All of these classes of materials hold promise for different defense related radar and signal processing device applications. The ultimate applications include high $Q$ filters, phase locked microwave pulse sources, microwave and millimeter wave devices such as isolators, circulators, phase shifters, secure signal processing devices, and wide band tunable filters. Under Phase (2), the focus was on magnetic loss properties, both on and away from the peak in the ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) response, and the change in the microwave response at high power. These studies are important because the low power losses control device insertion loss, while the high power response sets the limit on input power. These properties control the viability of a given material for useful devices. Under Phase (3), the Magnetics Laboratory at Colorado State University (CSU) worked with other colleagues and collaborators in sister ONR programs at the University of California - Berkeley, Georgia Institute of Technology, and Oakland University to combine the magnetic systems developed and characterized at CSU with ferroelectric films and systems to achieve new multifunctional properties. Under Phase (4), the unique expertise of the CSU facility in Brillouin light scattering was applied to the BiFeO$_3$ system, among others, to study the basic magnetic excitation properties of these new and exciting multi-ferroic systems that exhibit both ferroelectricity and canted ferrimagnetic, or weak ferromagnetic, order. One can envision the use of electric fields to tune the spin wave response in this system and produce a new class of low power consumption tunable microwave and millimeter wave devices.
C. RESULTS

1. Overview

There are few centers of expertise in the world which are capable of quality research and development work in the area of microwave magnetic materials. The Magnetics Laboratory in the Department of Physics at Colorado State University (CSU), Fort Collins, is well equipped for a wide range of high frequency magnetic measurements at low and high power, at low and high field, over a wide range of frequencies, and as a function of temperature. This team also has the resident expertise to select and investigate the critical materials problems that are relevant to the needs cited above. Much of this infrastructure has been established over the past decade with Office of Naval Research (ONR) support.

Past CSU work has addressed and solved numerous microwave loss and materials problems as they relate to both fundamental understanding and device needs. In the area of ferrites, these include (1) the role of microstructure in the low and high power loss properties of polycrystalline yttrium iron garnet (YIG), (2) the low and high power microwave properties of substituted lithium ferrite materials, (3) the microwave properties of arc plasma spray lithium ferrite, (4) the origins of the large losses in hexagonal ferrite materials for millimeter wave applications, (5) the high power microwave properties of hexagonal ferrite materials, (6) the characterization of liquid phase epitaxy yttrium iron garnet (YIG) films produced with special fluxes, (7) the characterization of ultra dense polycrystalline ferrites for microwave applications prepared by hot isostatic pressing (HIPPPING) techniques, (8) the growth and characterization of pulsed laser deposited (PLD) ferrite films of YIG and barium hexaferrite with losses which are as good as the best bulk single crystals, and (9) the successful PLD growth of low loss zinc lithium ferrite films.

In the area of metallic ferromagnetic films, which represents a promising system for wide band tunable filters in the microwave and millimeter regime, for example, CSU has been a key contributor to (1) the understanding of phenomenological damping in metal films, (2) the elucidation of microwave loss properties and most recently, (3) a new understanding of the high power properties as well. A significant part of this work has been accomplished during the past and current grant periods under ONR support.

In addition to the above microwave/millimeter wave materials characterization and device physics development work, the Colorado State University program has provided numerous contributions that have advanced the understanding of microwave loss processes and nonlinear spin wave interactions, both for ferrites in general and for thin films in particular. These include (1) a general formulation of the theory of magnetostatic waves in anisotropic magnetic materials, (2) theoretical analysis of spin wave instability processes, both first and second order, for materials with a general ellipsoidal shape, a general anisotropy, and a general pumping field configuration, (3) direct identification of the spin wave interactions responsible for the onset of nonlinear loss in ferrites at high power, and (4) practical theoretical models of the two magnon scattering interaction and calculations of the resulting linewidths and off resonance losses in ferrite materials. A significant part of this work has also been accomplished under ONR support.

The previous phase of this continuing ONR program under N00014-06-1-0889 reported new results on the static and microwave properties of composite ferrite-ferroelectric materials, nonlinear and high power properties of ferrite and metallic films, low field loss properties of microwave ferrites, and new theoretical approaches for the analysis of microwave loss in magnetic materials. See Final Report dated 29 November 2007.

This phase of the ONR program achieved new results in several areas. The results include the experimental and theoretical verification of loss processes in metallic films, the development of in-plane c-axis barium hexaferrite films for millimeter wave device applications, the demonstration of a record electric field tuning response for the ferromagnetic resonance line in a ferrite yttrium iron garnet (YIG) film - ferroelectric barium strontium titanate film heterostructure, new results on loss mechanisms in ultra-dense bulk polycrystalline YIG materials, and the first experimental confirmation of nonlinear three magnon confluence processes in ferrite films. The presentation of results in this Final Report is intended to be brief and succinct. Section C.2 lists personnel supported, in whole or in part, by category. Section C.3 contains a list of the six archival publications realized during this funding period.
2. Education and Human Resources

Personnel supported in whole or in part and degrees granted during the current grant period are indicated below:

Visiting scientists: 1
Senior Staff 2

Postdoctoral fellows: 4
Undergraduate students: 3
High school summer apprenticeships: 6

Names, degree specifics, and dates are available on request.
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Microwave damping in polycrystalline Fe-Ti-N films: Physical mechanisms and correlations with composition and structure
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Ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) derivative linewidths were measured from 3 to 12 GHz on 50 nm thick sputtered polycrystalline Fe-Ti-N films with 3 at. % titanium and a nitrogen content \(x_N\) from 1.9 to 12.7 at. %. The measurements were made with both stripline and waveguide FMR spectrometers. Linewidths were generally lowest at \(x_N=7\) at. %, with derivative linewidth \(\Delta H\) values in the 15–25 Oe range and a nominally linear increase with frequency \(f\). This minimum linewidth composition is connected with the bcc to bct structural transition in the Fe-Ti-N system. Linewidths increased at both larger and smaller \(x_N\) values and were accompanied by the development of a more rounded frequency profile that is indicative of two-magnon scattering. All of the \(\Delta H\) vs \(f\) data could be fitted successfully with a constant inhomogeneity broadening linewidth of 8–11 Oe, a two-magnon scattering (TMS) linewidth from the random grain-to-grain fluctuations in the effective anisotropy field directions for the polycrystal, and a magnon-electron (m-e) intrinsic relaxation term modeled through Gilbert damping with a single \(\alpha\) value of 0.003. The actual fits were done through the convolution of a Gaussian linewidth for the inhomogeneity term and a Lorentzian linewidth for the TMS and m-e terms. The fitted anisotropy field parameters from the TMS analysis ranged between 398 and 883 Oe, with the minimum also at the bcc to bct structural transition at \(x_N=7\) at. %.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Fe-X-N thin films, where \(X\) denotes Al, Ti, or Ta, for example, have been a subject of recent interest due to the large saturation magnetization, high initial permeability, and low coercive force in this system.1-8 Nanocrystalline Fe-X-N alloy films, moreover, provide an attractive option for high frequency and high speed applications for microwave devices and information storage. While some important connections between film composition, crystal structure, microstructure, static magnetic properties, and magnetodynamic properties have been reported,3,7,9 there are serious gaps in the understanding of the microwave loss.

The goal of the present work was to study the microwave damping properties in soft, polycrystalline Fe-Ti-N thin films as a function of frequency and nitrogen content. This work connects the change in structure and anisotropy with nitrogen to the magnetodynamics and, in particular, to the ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) linewidth. Specifically, the room temperature FMR response was measured as a function of frequency from 3 to 12 GHz for in-plane magnetized films with 3 at. % titanium and 1.9–12.7 at. % nitrogen. The line shapes show a more Gaussian than Lorentzian character at low frequency and a more Lorentzian than Gaussian character at high frequency. This observation leads to the use of a convolution approach to the overall linewidth analysis. The linewidth data were fitted to a combination of three processes: line broadening induced by inhomogeneities, two-magnon scattering due to randomly oriented grains in the polycrystal, and intrinsic Gilbert damping. The analysis indicates that these processes quantitatively define the overall loss picture and that two-magnon processes dominate. The extracted fit parameters correlate well with the expected structural changes with nitrogen content and static magnetic parameters.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II gives a brief review of past work on the Fe-Ti-N thin film system. Section III describes the thin film materials and gives details on the experimental setup. Section IV presents the experimental FMR linewidth results. This includes example absorption derivative profiles and Gaussian and Lorentzian best fits to these profiles, as well as data on linewidth vs frequency and nitrogen content. Section V considers line shapes and linewidths for inhomogeneous line broadening and \(\text{b}n\alpha\text{a f}d\)e relaxation processes, reviews the theoretical basis for the mechanisms of choice used here, and gives working equations for the linewidth analysis. Section VI presents theoretical fits to the data and discusses the different linewidth contributions as they relate to inhomogeneities, two-magnon scattering, and intrinsic losses. Section VII provides a summary and conclusion.

II. BRIEF NOTE ON STRUCTURE AND LINEWIDTH CONNECTIONS

Previous work on Fe-X-N alloy films has shown that there is a transition from a body centered cubic (bcc) structure to a body centered tetragonal (bct) structure at a nitrogen concentration \(x_N\) of about 7 at. %,3,4,10,11 In a recent paper, Das et al.12 have also established connections between the structural transition and a concomitant decrease in cubic anisotropy and increase in uniaxial anisotropy as the nitrogen level is increased. The operational anisotropy, cubic or uniaxial, is minimum at around 7 at. %.

While the above results, especially the data from Ref. 12, demonstrate the structural, crystallographic, and static mag-
TABLE 1. Summary of parameters for the Fe-Ti-N films.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nitrogen content (at. %)</th>
<th>Grain size (nm)</th>
<th>Saturation induction ($4\pi M_s$) (kG)</th>
<th>FMR linewidth at 9.5 GHz ($\Delta H$) (Oe)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>16.8</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

magnetic property connections, similar links with dynamic properties are not yet clear. These systems do show relatively low FMR linewidths that (1) decrease as $x_N$ increases and (2) appear to correlate with the corresponding decrease in grain size. References 8 and 12 also suggest a possible connection between linewidth and magnetization ripple in thin films. The above cited FMR linewidth work, although somewhat limited, provides a natural lead into the present work. These results, described below, elucidate the connections between grain size, structural changes, and linewidth. To a large extent, these results also resolve the predominant two-magnon and inhomogeneity broadening contributions to the FMR linewidth in the Fe-Ti-N thin film system.

III. SAMPLE PROPERTIES AND FERROMAGNETIC RESONANCE MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES

As with the work in Ref. 12, the polycrystalline Fe-Ti-N films were provided by C. Alexander, Jr. of the University of Alabama. The 50 nm thick films were prepared by dc magnetron sputtering on glass substrates. A dc magnetic field of about 300 Oe was applied in the plane of the substrates during sputtering to induce uniaxial anisotropy. All films had about 3 at. % Ti. The samples had $x_N$ values of 1.9, 3.9, 5.4, 7.0, 8.4, and 12.7 at. %. The compositions were determined by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. The average grain size, as determined by transmission electron microscopy, ranged from 20 nm at $x_N$ = 1.9 at. % to about 4 nm at $x_N$ = 12.7 at. %. Preparation details are given in Ref. 2. A thorough discussion of the static magnetic properties and connections with structure is given in Ref. 12.

Table I lists key sample parameters. The $x_N$ and grain size ($\xi$) values are from Ref. 2. The saturation induction ($4\pi M_s$) values are from Ref. 12. The listed 9.5 GHz FMR derivative linewidth ($\Delta H$) values are from the present measurements. Note that saturation induction, grain size, and linewidth values generally decrease with increasing nitrogen content. This listing also demonstrates the relatively low $\Delta H$ values for the Fe-Ti-N film system.

Table 1 lists key sample parameters. The $x_N$ and grain size ($\xi$) values are from Ref. 2. The saturation induction ($4\pi M_s$) values are from Ref. 12. The listed 9.5 GHz FMR derivative linewidth ($\Delta H$) values are from the present measurements. Note that saturation induction, grain size, and linewidth values generally decrease with increasing nitrogen content. This listing also demonstrates the relatively low $\Delta H$ values for the Fe-Ti-N film system.

Two systems were used for the linewidth measurements, a broadband stripline transmission spectrometer for 2–7 GHz and a shorted waveguide reflection spectrometer for 8–12 GHz. The FMR absorption derivative vs field profiles were generally undistorted. The FMR derivative linewidth, taken here as $\Delta H$, was measured as the difference between the extrema of the FMR profile. The variation in these linewidths with frequency and nitrogen content, along with the analysis of these data in terms of basic loss and line broadening processes, is the focus of this work. It is to be emphasized that all experimental and theoretical linewidths presented here are given as derivative linewidths.

IV. FERROMAGNETIC RESONANCE LINEWIDTH RESULTS

Figure 1 shows example FMR absorption derivative profiles for the sample with $x_N$ = 5.4 at. % at 3.0 and 5.25 GHz. The open circles show the data. The dashed and solid curves, respectively, show Gaussian and Lorentzian fits to the data. The top table lists the regression parameters ($R^2$) for the four fits.

Figure 1 shows example FMR absorption derivative profiles for the sample with $x_N$ = 5.4 at. % at 3.0 and 5.25 GHz. The open circles show the data. The dashed and solid curves, respectively, show Gaussian and Lorentzian fits to the data. For this presentation, the standard regression parameter $R^2$ is used as a measure of the goodness of the fits. A perfect fit would correspond to $R^2 = 1$. These profiles demonstrate two things. First, one can see that the resonances are reasonably sharp and symmetric, with relatively narrow linewidths, as indicated. The second point concerns line shapes. One can see that for the 3.0 GHz data in Fig. 1(a), the Gaussian fit is better than the Lorentzian fit, and for the 5.25 GHz data in Fig. 1(b), the Lorentzian fit is better. While these differences are visible from the fits shown, the variation in the goodness of the fits shows up quite strongly in the listed $R^2$ values. These clear differences provide the motivation for
FIG. 2. (Color online) FMR derivative linewidth $\Delta H$ vs frequency $(\omega/2\pi)$ for all samples. The symbols show the data for different nitrogen contents, as indicated. The curves show model fits to the data based on the theoretical considerations discussed in the text.

The convolution approach to the linewidth analysis used below.

Figure 2 shows the FMR derivative linewidth $\Delta H$ as a function of frequency $(\omega/2\pi)$ for all samples. The symbols show the data for the different nitrogen levels, as indicated. The curves show fits to the data, based on theoretical considerations of two-magnon scattering, inhomogeneous line broadening, and intrinsic magnon-electron (m-e) scattering processes. The theory and fits are discussed in Secs. V and VI. Note that the frequency $\omega$, specified in rad/s, plays an important role in the theoretical discussion to follow. The frequency parameter used for presentations of the data will usually be given in practical units as GHz.

There are two important points to be noted from Fig. 2. First, it is clear that the linewidth is not a linear function of frequency. While it is true that single crystal films and thin polycrystalline films can show a linear $\Delta H$ vs $\omega$ signature, this cannot be taken as a general statement. From the data, one can see that the response is closest to linear for an intermediate nitrogen level at $x_N = 7$ at.%. This composition also corresponds to the point where the linewidth is a minimum. As one goes below or above this level, one obtains larger linewidths and a more accentuated curved response. These effects are larger for $x_N$ values below 7 at. % than for $x_N > 7$ at.%. Figure 3 shows the data of Fig. 2 in a $\Delta H$ vs $x_N$ format for three selected frequencies, as indicated. In this format, the data demonstrate explicitly the linewidth minimum at $x_N = 7$ at. % and the more rapid rate of change for $x_N < 7$ at. % noted above.

The data shown in Figs. 2 and 3 can be understood in terms of the static magnetic and structural properties of the films. Inhomogeneous line broadening contributes a frequency and composition independent background linewidth. The linewidth minimum at $x_N = 7$ at. % is related to the established structural transition at this composition and a minimum value for the overall magnetic anisotropy of the films. The increases in linewidth above and below the $x_N = 7$ at. % point as well as the enhanced curvature of the $\Delta H$ vs $\omega$ response are due to two-magnon scattering (TMS).

These changes are related to the increase in anisotropy and grain size changes. The remaining linewidth component follows the well established Gilbert (G) phenomenological model with a single, composition independent $\alpha$ value of 0.003. This $\alpha$ value is consistent with intrinsic magnon-electron scattering, the main intrinsic relaxation process for ferromagnetic resonance in metallic films.

The next section provides an overview of these three linewidth mechanisms and develops working equations for fits to the data. Section VI presents the results of these fits and discusses the role of the different mechanisms.

V. LINEWIDTH MECHANISMS AND WORKING EQUATIONS

The most important point to note at the outset of this section is that inhomogeneities and physical loss processes lead to different line shapes, and one cannot simply add these two different types of linewidths to obtain a total linewidth. To lowest order, the effect of inhomogeneities amounts to the superposition of many local FMR absorption profiles with some spread in FMR fields that define the extent of the inhomogeneity. For random inhomogeneities, the spread will follow a Gaussian distribution. The corresponding FMR linewidth will, in the small signal limit, also have a Gaussian shape.

The other two processes, two-magnon scattering and intrinsic magnon-electron scattering, comprise physical relaxation mechanisms. In the small signal limit and to lowest order, these processes will have Lorentzian FMR absorption profiles. Because of this basic difference, any measured linewidth will be a convolution of the Gaussian profile associated with the inhomogeneous line broadening and the Lorentzian profile associated with the relaxation processes. This type of convolution applies, of course, only if these effects are independent of each other. The fits shown in Fig. 1 support the convolution argument. From the linewidth analysis in Sec. VI, it will be shown that the inhomogeneity linewidth contribution is larger than the linewidth associated with actual relaxation processes at lower frequencies, while the opposite is true at higher frequencies. This is precisely the indication from Fig. 1.

Based on the above, consider two contributions to the FMR linewidth. There is one linewidth associated with a Gaussian profile and related to inhomogeneity (NH) line broadening, termed $\Delta H_{\text{INH}}$. In addition, there is a second linewidth, one associated with a Lorentzian (LOR) profile...
and related to relaxation processes, termed \(\Delta H_{\text{LOR}}\). In the present situation, one can write, by way of approximation, \(\Delta H_{\text{TMS}} = \Delta H_{\text{LOR}} + \Delta H_{G}\), where \(\Delta H_{\text{TMS}}\) and \(\Delta H_{G}\) denote the respective two-magnon scattering and magnon-electron or Gilbert contributions. Techniques for the convolution of Gaussian and Lorentzian line shapes and the use of Voigt functions are well established.\(^1\) Here, however, the focus is on the linewidths, not on the overall shapes of the profiles.

Working equations for the approximation of the derivative linewidths may be found in Ref. 31. The combined derivative linewidth \(\Delta H\) takes the form

\[
\Delta H = \frac{\Delta H_{\text{INH}} + 0.909\Delta H_{\text{LOR}} + 0.462\Delta H_{\text{TMS}}^2}{\Delta H_{\text{INH}} + 0.462\Delta H_{\text{LOR}}}.
\]

Note that Eq. (1) is specific to derivative linewidths. As the development below will show, the convolution of the inhomogeneous and Lorentzian contributions to the FMR response gives a good fit to the overall data. Figure 1 has already demonstrated the shift from Gaussian to Lorentzian line shapes as a function of frequency. Linewidth analyses based on a simple addition of \(\Delta H_{\text{LOR}}\) and \(\Delta H_{\text{INH}}\) are widely used.\(^3\) Based on the remarks above, however, it is clear that convolution represents a more consistent approach when inhomogeneity and relaxation contributions to the linewidth are both present.

Now consider the individual contributions to the overall linewidth. As noted, line broadening due to inhomogeneities arises from the simple superposition of several local FMR profiles for different regions of the sample that are shifted in field because of some change in the magnetic properties. As one example, noninteracting regions with different \(M_s\) or anisotropy values can lead to such shifts. It is the assumed random distribution in these parameters relative to some mean value that gives rise to the overall Gaussian character of the line shape.

Inhomogeneous line broadening can take many forms. In polycrystalline ferrites with a random distribution of single crystal grains, for example, the line shape will map the random orientations of the crystallographic easy axes of the grains.\(^4\) To lowest order, the corresponding spread in FMR fields will give a constant \(\Delta H_{\text{INH}}\) that is independent of frequency. This model appears to apply to the present data. More complicated inhomogeneity line broadening models have also been proposed. These include a field dependent line broadening effect related to magnetization ripple.\(^9\) A brief discussion of the ripple option will be given at the end of Sec. VI.

In addition to the conceptually simple Gaussian line broadening effects discussed above, inhomogeneities can also give rise to a Lorentzian linewidth contribution related to the scattering of spin waves that are at the same frequency as the driven FMR mode. The relaxation mechanism associated with this process is called two-magnon scattering. The relaxation mechanism associated with this process is called two-magnon scattering. The relaxation mechanism associated with this process is called two-magnon scattering.

Briefly stated, TMS processes are related to short wavelength fluctuations in the local effective field in a given sample that break the orthogonality of the FMR mode and other degenerate spin wave modes. Examples can include the grain-to-grain fluctuations in the effective magnetocrystalline anisotropy field for a polycrystalline sample with randomly oriented grains, small pores or second phase material, and surface defects. Such fluctuations can lead to a coupling between the driven FMR mode and degenerate spin wave modes, and provide a channel for TMS relaxation. The corresponding linewidth will be strongly dependent on the density of states for degenerate spin wave modes and, hence, the shape of the spin wave band. The strongest coupling is usually for spin waves with wavelengths that are well above the size of the inhomogeneity. The process cuts off for wavelengths much shorter than the inhomogeneity size. For the 5–20 nm or so grain sizes applicable here, the cutoff will be for a spin wave wave number \(k\) on the order of \(10^5\)–\(10^6\) rad/cm. This is precisely the range of the available modes for the present Fe-Ti-N films at microwave frequencies.

The thin film TMS theory used here is based on the classical analysis developed in Ref. 24. References 24 and 25 provide a qualitative introduction to thin film TMS processes in general, details on the theory, and working equations for practical calculations and fits to linewidth data. Brief comments are given below. Working equations for the linewidth calculations are given in the Appendix.

For a tractable analysis, one usually invokes the thin film approximation introduced by Harte,\(^6\) in which the spin wave modes are taken to have no spatial variation over the film cross section. In this limit, the thin film TMS linewidth developed in Ref. 25 may be cast in the form

\[
\Delta H_{\text{TMS}} = \frac{1}{\sqrt{3}} \frac{|\gamma|}{P_s(\omega)} \lambda_{\text{CHR}} C_k(\xi) \delta(\omega - \omega_{\text{FR}}) d^2 k.
\]

Here, \(H_A\) denotes an effective anisotropy field for the randomly oriented grains defined through \(H_A = 2K/M_s\), where \(K\) is an as yet unspecified anisotropy energy density for the material of interest. In Sec. VI, both cubic and uniaxial anisotropy contributions will be considered. The \(\xi\) parameter denotes the mean grain size. The \(P_s(\omega)\) function is equal to \((\partial \omega_{\text{FR}} / \partial \xi) (H)\) evaluated at \(H = H_{\text{FR}}\), where \(\omega_{\text{FR}}\) is the field dependent FMR angular frequency and \(H_{\text{FR}}\) is the resonance field at the operating frequency. The \(\gamma\) parameter denotes the gyromagnetic ratio. The \(P_s(\omega)\) divisor in Eq. (2) accounts for the conversion between frequency and field swept linewidths.\(^1\) The \(C_k(\xi)\) is the Fourier transform of the grain-to-grain dynamic internal field correlation function for the sample. Detailed considerations of \(C_k(\xi)\) based on the anisotropy in a system of randomly oriented grains are given in Ref. 25. This \(C_k(\xi)\) provides a specific form for the \(k\) dependence of the scattering for a given \(\xi\) value. The \(\Lambda_{\text{CHR}}\) takes into account the averaging of the anisotropy axis fluctuations over the sample and the ellipticity of the precession response for both the uniform mode and the spin wave.
modes. The integral folds in the scattering from the uniform mode to all available degenerate spin wave modes. The delta function $\delta(\omega - \omega_0)$ serves to select out these degenerate modes.

A full discussion of the dependences of the two-magnon linewidth on frequency, grain size, and other magnetic properties is beyond the scope of this paper. The key points for the present work are the following: (1) the different terms in Eq. (2) can lead to a complicated dependence of the two-magnon linewidth with frequency and grain size, and (2) the $\Delta H_{\text{TMS}}(\omega)$ response is, in general, not linear. As shown in the next section, the explicit nonlinear $\Delta H_{\text{TMS}}(\omega)$ response for these Fe-Ti-N films plays a crucial role in the explanation of the overall linewidth.

While two-magnon scattering is a physical relaxation process, it is based on the presence of inhomogeneities and can be taken as nonintrinsic. The last process needed for the present analysis is m-e scattering. This is the sole intrinsic relaxation process considered here. From the m-e consistent Gilbert model, one obtains a linewidth, taken here as $\Delta H_G$, that takes the form

$$\Delta H_G = \frac{2 \alpha \omega}{\sqrt{3} |\gamma|}.$$  

The linear increase in linewidth with frequency implicit in the Gilbert form has been widely observed in ferromagnetic metals. As noted above, the Gilbert phenomenology is also consistent with the physical relaxation process of magnon-electron scattering. Recent ab initio band structure calculations of the m-e relaxation rates for iron, cobalt, and nickel give Gilbert damping $\alpha$ values that are consistent with the present results as well as with the other data cited above. The $\sqrt{3}$ divisor in Eqs. (2) and (3) accounts for the conversion between a half-power linewidth and the derivative linewidth considered here, under the assumption of a Lorentzian absorption profile.

VI. LINENWIDTH ANALYSIS AND PHYSICAL CONNECTIONS

Section V reviewed the INH, TMS, and G contributions to the FMR linewidth, with an emphasis on the possible frequency dependences of these linewidth terms as they relate to the present data. This section presents explicit theoretical fits to the linewidth data from Sec. IV. The results provide a self-consistent explanation of the FMR linewidth for this series of Fe-Ti-N thin films. The overall fits are based on the convolution of the Gaussian inhomogeneity line broadening term with a combined Lorentzian term comprised of two-magnon scattering and magnon-electron relaxation. The correlation between the extracted TMS anisotropy scattering field parameter and composition provides particularly strong evidence for the importance of two magnon scattering in these films.

Figure 4 shows the $\Delta H$ vs frequency data from Fig. 2 for $x_N=1.9$ at. %, along with computed curves for the INH, TMS, and G linewidth contributions as well as the total fitted linewidth. The open circles denote the data; the dotted, dashed, and dot-dashed curves show the INH, TMS, and G linewidths, respectively; and the solid curve shows the total fitted linewidth. It was observed that fits with Gilbert $\alpha$ as a free parameter yielded the value of $\alpha$ for all samples as $0.003 \pm 0.0002$. The computed curves were obtained with the applicable parameter values from Table I and, as noted above, a free electron $|\gamma|/2\pi$ value of 2.8 GHz/kOe and a Gilbert $\alpha$ value of 0.003. Following Ref. 12, the anisotropy type for $x_N=1.9$ at. %, needed for the TMS $A_{\text{int}}$, was taken as cubic and the exchange energy parameter $A$ was taken as $3 \times 10^{\text{29}}$ erg/cm. The $\Delta H_{\text{INH}}$ and $H_A$ were taken as fitting parameters. The curves shown are for $\Delta H_{\text{INH}}=10$ Oe and $H_A=779.7$ Oe. The regression parameter $R^2$ for the fit shown is 0.996.

Apart from the good theoretical fits, Fig. 4 shows three things. First, one can see that the convolution combines the three component linewidths to give an overall $\Delta H$ vs frequency response with a small upward curvature at low frequency. While this is clearly a small effect, it could turn out to be significant if the measurements could be extended to lower frequencies. This and related points will be considered at the end of the section.

The second point is that the dominant overall linewidth process, especially at the higher frequencies, is two-magnon scattering. The data and the fits show that this linewidth contribution has a somewhat complicated frequency dependence, with a linear increase at low frequency, a broad maximum of 8–10 GHz, and a small drop at higher frequencies. The signature of two-magnon scattering is very different from the simple linear response implicit in the Gilbert model. Based on the good fit shown here, it is clear that there can be no justification for the wide spread use of the Gilbert model to "explain" FMR linewidths in metallic films, often without any realistic consideration of the physical origins of these linewidths. The third point is that the fitted $\alpha$ value of 0.003 is consistent with expected values for m-e scattering in metallic films.

Figure 5 shows all of the $\Delta H$ vs frequency data from Fig. 2, broken out into separate graphs for all the samples, along with curves for the overall linewidth fits. The open circles show the data and the solid curves show the fits. Apart from the previously noted common value of $\alpha$ (0.003) used for all...
fits, the curves in Fig. 5 are based on the parameters from Table I and the additional linewidth fitting parameters given in Table II. As with the data in Fig. 4, a constant background inhomogeneity linewidth $\Delta H_{\text{inh}}$ has been used for each graph, according to the values in Table II. Note that the exchange stiffness constant $A$ was taken at $3 \times 10^{-6}$ erg/cm for the films with $x_N \leq 7$ at.%, and reduced to $2 \times 10^{-6}$ and $1 \times 10^{-6}$ erg/cm for the samples with $x_N = 8.4$ and 12.7 at.%, respectively. In view of the BCC to BCT structure change at $x_N \approx 7$ at.%, this change is reasonable.

One can also see from Table II that the fitted $H_A$ values show a minimum at $x_N \approx 7$ at.%, and then increase as one goes above or below this composition. Keep in mind that the two-magnon fits are based on cubic anisotropy working equations for $x_N$ values below 7 at.%, and on uniaxial anisotropy for values of 7 at.% and above. This is indicated in the fifth column of Table II. These anisotropy details are significant for the discussion below.

The trend of the data with film composition was discussed in connection with Fig. 3. Here, the focus is on the trend of the fits with composition and the two-magnon scattering implications. Note that all of the fits are quite good. The regression $R^2$ values listed in Table II are all reasonably close to unity. The two-magnon part of the linewidth, mainly connected with the $\Delta H$ vs frequency dependences that deviate from a simple linear behavior, starts out large at $x_N = 1.9$ at.%, initially drops off as $x_N$ increases, is minimum for the $x_N = 7$ and 8.4 at.% samples, and then becomes slightly larger as $x_N$ moves toward 12.7 at.%.

The most important result from Fig. 5 and Table II relates to the minimum two-magnon linewidth contribution for $x_N = 7$ at.% and the correlations with anisotropy and structural change. Figure 6 captures these results succinctly. The solid points show the $H_A$ values as a function of $x_N$ from Table II. The open circles show companion effective anisotropy data from Ref. 12. These latter data derive from coercive force measurements on these same samples and extractions of an effective cubic or uniaxial anisotropy energy density parameter.

![FIG. 5. FMR derivative linewidth $\Delta H$ vs frequency for all the samples. The solid curves give the calculations of the linewidth with the inhomogeneity line broadening, the two-magnon scattering, and the Gilbert damping contributions to the total linewidth.](image)

![FIG. 6. (Color online) Anisotropy field parameter values as a function of the nitrogen content $x_N$. The solid (black) circles and left side axis show the $H_A$ values from Table II. The error bars are on the order of the size of the points. The open (blue) circles and right side axis show the averaged anisotropy ($H_A$) values taken from Ref. 12. The solid curve serves as a guide for the eye for the trend of the data.](image)
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eter, denoted here as a generic ($K$). The $\langle H_A \rangle$ values shown in the figure derive from an anisotropy connection of the form $\langle H_A \rangle = 2K/I_e$. Following Ref. 12, and in the spirit of the two-magnon analysis here, the values for $x_N \leq 7$ at.% correspond to cubic anisotropy and those for $x_N > 7$ at.% to uniaxial anisotropy. Note that the right side $\langle H_A \rangle$ scale in Fig. 6 differs from the left side $H_A$ scale by a factor of 30–80. This difference in scale is discussed in Ref. 12. The curve through the ensemble of data points is intended as a guide for the eye.

Figure 6 makes explicit the minimum in the $H_A$ values from the two-magnon fits at $x_N \approx 7$ at.% It also demonstrates the consistency between these data and the averaged $\langle H_A \rangle$ results from Ref. 12. These results, in combination with the good match between experiment and theory in Fig. 5, provide convincing arguments for (1) a strong composition-dependent two-magnon contribution to the linewidth, (2) clear correlations with a structure change at $x_N \approx 7$ at.%, and (3) quantitative fits that support the use of a bcc model below and a bcc model above the transition point. As one such quantitative point of comparison, the cubic anisotropy energy density parameter from the TMS fit for $x_N = 1.9$ at.% is obtained as $590 \times 10^4$ erg/cm$^3$. The literature value for pure iron is about $480 \times 10^4$ erg/cm$^3$.

Up to now, there has been no comment on the role of grain size on the calculated TMS linewidth. As evident from Eq. (2), the grain size $\xi$ enters the TMS analysis both as a prefactor and as a parameter inside the correlation integral. The grain size, however, was not taken as a fitting parameter. All of the fits were based on the measured grain sizes from Ref. 12, as listed in Table I. It turns out that any small change in grain size from these measured values causes a significant degradation in the best fit matchup with the data. This means, in turn, that the "best fit" $\xi$ value matches up nearly perfectly with the measured grain size. This lends additional credence to the two-magnon linewidth results presented above.

As noted in Sec. V, a field dependent inhomogeneity line broadening mechanism related to magnetization ripple has also been proposed. Reasonable fits to the present data could also be obtained from this model, the working equations in Ref. 9, and the averaged effective uniaxial anisotropy field determinations from Ref. 12. With this approach, the $R^2$ values for fits based on a ripple inhomogeneity line broadening are about the same as those in Table II for a constant $\Delta H_{\text{rms}}$. From these results, one could argue that magnetization ripple is a reasonable source of the $\Delta H_{\text{rms}}$. Such a mechanism can be justified here because ripple line broadening has a very weak dependence on the applied field in the FMR regime of fields and frequencies studied here. On the other hand, the ripple model also predicts a very rapid increase in the inhomogeneity linewidth at frequencies below 2 GHz. Up to now, there is no evidence for such a response at low frequency.

VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

In summary, the above sections have described 3–12 GHz ferromagnetic resonance linewidth measurements and analyses for a series of polycrystalline Fe-Ti-N films with nitrogen concentrations ($x_N$) ranging from 1.9–12.7 at.% The data show clear departures from the linear linewidth vs frequency response that is usually taken as the norm for metallic films. The linewidths generally show a minimum at the bcc to bct structural transition point at $x_N \approx 7$ at.% A model with three terms, a constant inhomogeneous broadening linewidth, a two-magnon scattering linewidth term, and an intrinsic magnon-electron term modeled through a Gilbert damping form, gives good fits to the data. The particular fits obtained here were based on the convolution of a Gaussian form for the inhomogeneous term and a Lorentzian for the two remaining physical processes. The fitted two-magnon term gives values of the effective anisotropy field in the grains that are consistent with previous reports and correlate with the structural transition noted above.
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APPENDIX

This appendix gives working equations for the evaluation of the terms in Eq. (2) for the two-magnon scattering field swept linewidth $\Delta H_{\text{TMS}}$. These equations are specific to an in-plane magnetized thin film with an average grain size $\xi$, taken here to be the same as the correlation length for the grain-to-grain fluctuation in the effective anisotropy field. All of the applicable parameters have been defined in the discussion of Eq. (2). For readability, some of these definitions are repeated below.

The Fourier transform of the grain-to-grain effective field correlation function, $C_k(\xi)$, is taken to have the form

$$C_k(\xi) = \frac{1}{\left[1 + (k \xi)^2\right]^{3/2}},$$

where $k = |k|$ is the spin wave number. In real space, this corresponds to a point-to-point effective field correlation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of anisotropy</th>
<th>$c_1$</th>
<th>$c_2$</th>
<th>$c_3$</th>
<th>$c_4$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In-plane uniaxial</td>
<td>1/8</td>
<td>3/32</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First order cubic</td>
<td>29/420</td>
<td>29/420</td>
<td>3/140</td>
<td>1/105</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE III. Averaging coefficients for the variation in the anisotropy direction.
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that falls off as $e^{-|r-r'|/\xi}$, where $r$ and $r'$ represent two separate positions in the film.\textsuperscript{24}

The ellipticity function $\Lambda_{0k}$ is given by

$$\Lambda_{0k} = c_1 e_0 e_k + \frac{c_2}{e_0 e_k} + c_3 \left( e_0 + e_k \right) + c_4.$$  \hspace{1cm} (A2)

Here, $e_0$ and $e_k$ denote the ellipticity of the uniform mode and a given spin wave mode at wave vector $k$, respectively. These ellipticity factors are given by

$$e_0 = \sqrt{\frac{H + 4\pi M_s}{H}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (A3)

and

$$e_k = \sqrt{\frac{H + D k^2 + 4\pi M_s N_k}{H + D k^2 + 4\pi M_s (1 - N_k)\sin^2 \theta_k}},$$  \hspace{1cm} (A4)

where $D$ is an exchange field parameter related to the exchange energy parameter $A$ according to $D = 2\pi A/M_s$. The thin film dipole field effective demagnetizing factor $N_k$ is given by $N_k = (1 - e^{-4d})/kd$, where $d$ is the film thickness,\textsuperscript{24} and $\theta_k$ is the angle between the in-plane static field direction and the in-plane wave vector $k$ direction. The $c_1$, $c_2$, $c_3$, and $c_4$ parameters are connected to averages of the scattering over all of the randomly oriented grains.\textsuperscript{24}

The numerical values of these parameters for cubic and uniaxial anisotropies are listed in Table III. Finally, the $P_A(\omega)$ function in Eq. (2) is given by

$$P_A(\omega) = \sqrt{1 + \left( \frac{4\pi M_s}{2\omega\gamma} \right)^2}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (A5)
In-plane c-axis oriented barium ferrite films with self-bias and low microwave loss
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Hybrid pulse laser deposition and liquid phase epitaxy methods have been used to produce in-plane c-axis (IPCA) oriented barium ferrite (BaM) films on a-plane (1120) sapphire substrates with low microwave loss and a high remanence. Total thicknesses were from 5 to 20 μm. A reasonable compromise for low loss and high remanence was reached at a thickness of 7 μm, with a remanence ratio of 0.84 and a 59 GHz peak-to-peak derivative linewidth of 250 Oe. The 20 μm thick film had a linewidth of 110 Oe, one of the smallest values ever obtained for IPCA BaM films. © 2008 American Institute of Physics. [DOI: 10.1063/1.3010374]

One important challenge for millimeter wave magnetic film device applications is in the development of low loss self-biased high anisotropy hexagonal ferrite films. Such films have potential uses for a wide range of monolithic microwave integrated circuit (MMIC) magnetic devices.1-4 The critical parameter for self-bias is a high magnetic remanence, that is, a large average magnetization for the film at zero applied field. Low microwave loss is also critical for a real device with an acceptably low insertion loss.

Hexagonal M type barium ferrite (BaM) films, with a high uniaxial anisotropy and an effective anisotropy field \(H_a\) of 17 kOe or so and a nominal saturation induction \((4\pi M_s)\) of 4 KG,5 are good candidates for such devices. The hexagonal c-axis serves as the easy magnetization direction. The high anisotropy field allows one to achieve the desirable millimeter wave frequency, even in the absence of an external biasing magnet.

There has been some progress for BaM films with the c-axis normal to the film plane (NCA). Song et al.6 made such films by pulse laser deposition (PLD) with a near single crystal of 60 GHz ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) peak-to-peak derivative linewidth \((\Delta H_{pp})\) of 16 Oe.6 The remanent magnetization \((M_r)\), however, was quite small. Excessive stress limited film thicknesses to 0.85 μm or so. Thicker NCA BaM films have been made by a hybrid PLD liquid phase epitaxy (LPE) approach.7,8 A thin high quality PLD seed layer is first deposited. A second layer, up to 45 μm in thickness, is then grown by LPE methods. The nominal 60 GHz \(\Delta H_{pp}\) values were in the 30–75 Oe range. The thick film remanence ratio \(M_r/M_s\) (RR)-values were near zero, as expected for high quality thick films. NCA BaM films have also been made by screen printing.9,10 These films had moderate loss, with nominal 60 GHz \(\Delta H_{pp}\) values in the 300–500 Oe range, and a high RR in the range of 0.96 range.

The new challenge, however, is to realize in-plane c-axis (IPCA) films with low loss and high RR values. The basic advantage of IPCA films is in the higher ferromagnetic resonance frequency. For given magnetization and anisotropy values, the zero external field FMR frequency for RR=1 goes from \(\omega_{FMR}^{NCA}\) to \(\omega_{FMR}^{IPCA}\) for a NCA film to \(\omega_{FMR}^{IPCA}=\gamma|H_a(4\pi M_s)|\) for an IPCA film. Here, \(\gamma\) denotes the gyromagnetic ratio. For the BaM parameters cited above, the \(\omega_{FMR}^{IPCA}/\omega_{FMR}^{NCA}\) enhancement factor is about 1.45. This is significant. In principle, the realization of a high RR for IPCA films is also made easier, since the in-plane demagnetizing factors for thin films are close to zero and self-demagnetization effects are minimized.

Progress for IPCA BaM films has been limited. Yoon et al.11,12 were able to make such films both on a- and m-plane substrate. High RR values above 0.9 were obtained for PLD films on a-plane substrate up to 7 μm or so in thickness, but the linewidths were large, in the range of kOe.11 LPE films on m-plane sapphire appeared to have local regions with nominal 60 GHz \(\Delta H_{pp}\) values below 100 Oe, but the overall linewidth was much larger and the films had relatively low RR-values.12 Up until now, no group has been able to produce IPCA BaM films that combine both a high remanence and low loss.

Lattice mismatch and surface chemistry provide the key to successful epitaxy. From the narrow FMR linewidth in Ref. 6, it is clear that good epitaxy is achievable for NCA BaM films on sapphire substrates. The inability to produce low linewidth NCA films for thicknesses above 0.8 μm or so, however, also points to the presence of significant stress. From Refs. 11 and 12, it is clear that for IPCA films, both the a-plane and the m-plane substrate growth options present problems. For the present work, a-plane substrates were used, but hybrid PLD/LPE films were prepared. Relatively thin PLD BaM epitaxial films were first grown on the a-plane substrate. This was done in anticipation of a good RR ratio for thicker LPE films grown on the PLD seed layer in the second step. Following Refs. 7 and 8, it was also expected that the hybrid PLD/LPE approach would also yield narrow linewidths. This expectation was realized, but some fine-tuning in the process parameters was needed. It was necessary, for example, to use lower deposition temperatures for the initial PLD seed layer than normally used to make the highest quality film. It appears that some degradation in the seed layer is needed in order to get adequate strain relief for the subsequent thick LPE layer.

The hybrid approach produced IPCA oriented m-plane BaM films with high remanence and moderate loss. Films in the 5–7 μm thickness range appear to offer the best remanencelinewidth compromise. At 7 μm, one has RR...
one sees the same (£00) m-plane reflections as in (a). Here, however, there is no sapphire peak and the intensities of the (£00) peaks in (b) are about three times higher than those in (a). The full width at half maximum of the XRD rocking curve is 0.93°. While the film is not perfectly oriented, the film is reasonably epitaxial. All told, the XRD data underscore the epitaxial growth of IPCA BaM PLD/LPE hybrid by the recipe given above.

The graphs in Fig. 2 shows representative room temperature vibrating sample magnetometry hysteresis loop data in an induction 4πM versus static field H format. The data in (a) and (b) are for the same 7 μm film as in Fig. 1. (a) shows data with the field H applied along the in-plane (IP) easy and hard directions, as indicated. (b) shows the easy axis (EA) IP loop on an expanded field scale. (c) shows similar data as in (b) but for a 20 μm film. The data in (a) shows that the film has an in-plane uniaxial axis. The 7 μm film saturation induction 4πM, and effective uniaxial anisotropy field H_A values are about 3.9 kG and 17.3 kOe, respectively. These are close to the reported values for single crystal NCA BaM films. The corresponding 4πM and H_A values for the 20 μm thick film were 4.0 kG and 17.3 kOe, respectively. The 20 μm thick film data in (c) shows much lower coercive field and RR-values than the 7 μm film data (b).

Graphs (a) and (b) in Fig. 3 show in-plane EA field 59 GHz FMR data (open circles) and Lorentzian derivative fits (solid curves) for the same films as in Fig. 2, shown in an absorption derivative versus field format. The fits are reasonably good. The FMR fields for the (a) and (b) data, taken as the zero crossing points from the fits, are about 2.07 and 2.24 kOe, respectively. The derivative linewidths are as indicated in the figure. For IP EA field ferromagnetic resonance, the applicable FMR frequency (ω) field (H_e) connection is given by

$$\omega = |\chi|/2\pi \left( H_0 + H_e \right) \left( H_0 + 4\pi M_A \right).$$  

Based on the operating frequency of 59 GHz, |χ|/2π = 2.8 GHz/kOe, and the 4πM and H_A values cited above, one obtains theoretical FMR field values of 1.91 kOe (7 μm film) and 1.87 kOe (20 μm film). The matches with the data are reasonable and well within the range of error set by the uncertainties in 4πM and H_A.
Turn now to the linewidths. Recall that the initial seed layer alone has $\Delta H_{pp} \approx 1.2$ kOe. The 250 Oe linewidth for the 7 $\mu$m hybrid film is about a factor of five smaller and the 110 Oe linewidth for the 20 $\mu$m hybrid film is more than a factor of 10 lower than the seed linewidth. It is clear that the thicker the hybrid film, the better the crystal alignment, the more the strain relief, and the better the overall film quality as measured by the linewidth.

Figure 4 shows (a) RR and (b) 59 GHz $\Delta H_{pp}$ linewidth values as a function of film thickness. From (a), one sees that the RR value decreases more or less smoothly from about 0.9 at 1 $\mu$m down to about 0.3 at 20 $\mu$m. As discussed in connection with Fig. 2, the decrease in the RR accompanied by a decrease in the coercive force as well. These decreases are tentatively ascribed mainly to the strain relief that comes with thicker LPE layers and the corresponding reduction in local stress related obstacles to domain wall movement. Graph (b) shows a similar trend for the linewidth. The nominal $V$ band linewidth decreases from about 1200 Oe at 1 $\mu$m down to about 110 Oe for 20 $\mu$m thickness. Roughly speaking, one can see that a thickness around 7 $\mu$m or so offers a reasonable compromise for a high RR and low linewidth, with RR $\sim 0.84$ and $\Delta H_{pp} \sim 250$ Oe. Thinner films offer high RR and high loss, while thicker films offer small RR and low loss.

In summary, hybrid PLD and LPE techniques have been used to produce IPCA BaM films with low microwave loss and a high remanence. The use of an initial thin PLD seed film of moderate quality with a LPE grown thicker film on top, appears to provide a viable way to produce useful films for planar high frequency MMIC devices. It is noteworthy, moreover, that the 110 Oe derivative linewidth for the 20 $\mu$m film is one of the smallest values achieved for IPCA oriented barium ferrite film on any substrate.
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Electric Field Tunable Low Loss Multiferroic Ferrimagnetic-ferroelectric Heterostructures**

By Jaydip Das, Young-Yeal Song, Nan Mo, Pavol Krivosik, and Carl E. Patton

Multiferroic materials have attracted major attention in recent years due to the unique possibility to tune the magnetic properties with a modest electric field and vice versa. Up to now, however, no single phase material has been put forward that demonstrates a practical capacity for such tuning at room temperature. This, in turn, has resulted in a shift in focus from single phase multiferroics to multiferroic heterostructures. Besides the new materials aspect of such structures, there are numerous device benefits. These include fast wide bandwidth tuning with low insertion loss in the microwave and millimeter wave frequency range, planar integratibility, and negligible power consumption. These benefits speak to the strong potential for practical information storage, logic device, radar, satellite, and telecommunication applications.

Both multilayer thin film stacks as well as composite nanopillar films can be produced by various methods to satisfy such needs. The layer-by-layer fabrication of multilayer structures is generally more straightforward than the complicated growth process needed for nanopillar films. Previous workers have studied a variety of layered stacks with a broad range of ferromagnetic or ferrimagnetic (FM) and ferroelectric (FE)/piezoelectric (PE) components. Up to now, the main emphasis has been on FM-PE layers and the tuning of the magnetic response through the electric field induced stress on the FM layer. In our view, however, electric field tunable hybrid magneto-electric modes in the monolithic FM-PE structures can yield a better tuning of the magnetic response with electric fields and a better compatibility with various device applications.

In principle, a micron thick FM-PE monolithic heterostructure, in combination with 10 nm or so embedded biasing electrodes, for example, can offer (1) a good quasi-lattice-to-lattice contact with the layers to give rise to the best possible magneto-electric coupling and (2) an appreciable magnetic tuning at small applied voltages in the range of 15-25 V or so. However, the challenge to fabricate heteroepitaxial ferrimagnetic oxide - metal electrode - ferroelectric oxide stacks with the key physical properties of each layer properly maintained and with extremely smooth interfaces, has restricted the realization of such stacks so far. There have been some limited works with thick mechanically assembled structures that (1) does not offer the lattice-to-lattice contact between the layers and (2) needs about two orders of magnitude higher voltages than the monolithic structures.

In this report, we present the realization of a significant tuning of magnetic response with extremely small applied voltages in a multiferroic FM-PE heterostructure. The structure was comprised of a pulsed laser deposited near single crystal yttrium iron garnet (YIG) layer with very low microwave loss, an oriented barium strontium titanate (BSTO) layer with good electric field tunable relative dielectric permittivity ε, and embedded platinum electrodes on a single crystal gadolinium gallium garnet (GGG) substrate. The results indicate an order of magnitude higher magneto-electric coupling than for pasted non-monolithic structures.

Scheme 1 shows a concept diagram of the cube-on-cube unit cell match-up for an all oriented YIG-Pt-BSTO-Pt-GGG stack. The cubic YIG lattice, with a lattice parameter of 12.38 Å, matches to the GGG lattice within 0.03%. This close match, along with the compatible oxygen coordinations, serves to promote epitaxial YIG film growth. The lattice parameter for platinum is about 3.93 Å. As apparent from the diagram, each YIG unit cell can reasonably accommodate nine face-centered-cubic (FCC) Pt unit cells with a mismatch of about 5%. Moving up the stack, the FCC BSTO lattice parameter is 3.95 Å, for a mismatch of about 0.5% with the Pt. All told, this overall assembly is expected to yield a reasonable heteroepitaxial layered structure. For ease of visualization, the concept diagram shown here is for (100) plane layers. Similar matchups apply to the actual structure developed here with (111) plane heteroepitaxy.

The initial YIG layer was deposited in a 100 mTorr oxygen atmosphere on the (111) GGG substrate heated to
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Scheme 1. Concept diagram of the cube-on-cube unit cells of the YIG-Pt-BSTO-Pt heterostructure on the GGG substrate. Each box represents one unit cell of the respective material, as indicated. The atoms in the respective unit cells are also shown.
about 800 °C. The thickness was held at a nominal value of about 0.3 μm. This is about as thick as one can go and still avoid a degradation in film quality and increase in microwave loss due to the lattice mismatch induced strain. This phase of the structure development is relatively straightforward. The challenge is to achieve near single crystal films with narrow ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) linewidths. The bare film, without the processing to obtain the additional layers, showed a 9.5 GHz derivative FMR linewidth of about 2 Oe. The processing needed to produce the subsequent layers provides some annealing of the YIG layer and a linewidth reduction to about 0.7 Oe.

The most critical step in the heteroepitaxial multilayer development lies in the BSTO and embedded Pt electrode layer growth on top of the YIG layer. The first step is to lay down a thin, epitaxial, continuous, and pinhole free Pt layer to serve as the seed for the oriented and continuous BSTO layer that comes next. The Pt layer must be thin, on the order of tens of nm, so that the hybrid YIG-BSTO mode tuning is not unduly compromised by the electrode in between. In order to realize an epitaxial Pt layer, high temperature processing is needed at, for example, 600 °C or so. However, the difference in the diffusion kinetics between oxides (YIG) and metals (the Pt) at such temperatures generally leads to an island like morphology that leaves the oxide surface partially exposed. This is especially problematic for the requisite thin Pt layers needed in this work. A special strategy was used here. The first step was to deposit a continuous but polycrystalline Pt layer with the GGG-YIG base structure/substrate held at room temperature. The subsequent high temperature BSTO deposition step, considered in more detail below, provide an anneal for the platinum layer. This anneal produced the desired (111) oriented state. Note, however, that such a post deposition anneal can also lead to island formation. For this reason, it was necessary to lay down a fairly thick 30 nm layer of Pt in order to ensure a continuous, epitaxial, (111) oriented layer. This thickness is still about two orders of magnitude smaller than the platinum skin depth at 10 GHz, for example, so that the desired magneto-electric coupling between the YIG and the BSTO is not substantially affected.

Consider next the ferroelectric BSTO layer and the top Pt electrode capping layer. Two structures were prepared with nominal 1 and 5 μm thick BSTO layers. These layers were put down at 650 °C in 75 mTorr of oxygen. There was one caveat. Direct BSTO deposition on the oriented Pt gives rise to a polycrystalline layer with numerous cracks. In order to obtain a (111) crack free BSTO layer, a very thin nominal 5-10 nm MgO buffer layer was first deposited on the Pt. The 1 and 5 μm BSTO thickness choices were based on several trade-offs. (1) The thinner the layer, the less the applied voltage needed to get the same electric field across the FE layer. (2) Thin layers, however, also mean a reduced magneto-electric hybrid mode coupling between the FM and FE components. For the selected thicknesses, a 20 V BSTO layer tuning voltage corresponds to an electric field in the 10^6 V/m range. This should be sufficient to give strong magneto-electric coupling and reasonable tuning of the magnetic response. Finally, a 50 nm Pt layer was deposited on BSTO at room temperature to complete the YIG-Pt-BSTO-Pt structure.

X-ray diffraction (XRD), along with combined scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) measurements, were used for the
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structural, surface, and interface characterizations. Hysteresis loop and FMR measurements were used for the magnetic characterizations. Capacitance measurements were used to determine the relative permittivity $\varepsilon_r$ and the voltage tunability of the BSTO. Finally, the FMR response and the tuning of this response were measured as a function of the applied BSTO layer bias voltage. The data indicate good (111) crystallographic orientation for all layers, a low FMR linewidth for the YIG, a high $\varepsilon_r$, and good voltage tunability for the BSTO, and a strong magneto-electric hybrid mode coupling between the YIG and the BSTO layers.

Figure 1 shows representative XRD, EDS, and SEM results. Graph (a) shows the XRD pattern and schematic stacking diagram for the heterostructure. The origin of the various peaks are as labeled. One sees an intense YIG 444 peak that establishes the nearly ideal (111) orientation of the layer. The diagram also show weaker but distinct peaks associated with the epitaxial BSTO (111) and Pt (111) layers. The MgO is not discernable from the XRD data in (a) due to the extreme thinness (5-10 nm) of the layer. Thicker MgO layers (e.g., 100 nm) do show clear (111) XRD peaks.

Panel (b) shows the representative EDS mapping for the structure with the 1 μm thick BSTO layer, in a side view perspective. The thicknesses of visible YIG, Pt, and BSTO layers are as labeled. A composition analysis of the YIG and BSTO layers confirms the expected atom fractions for both the materials. Panel (c) shows a SEM micrograph of the BSTO surface. One can see pyramidal shaped BSTO grains that point out of plane. For a given grain, one side of the pyramid corresponds to a (100) facet. One such facet is marked by a purple triangle in (c). Diagram (d) shows the schematic layout of the BSTO unit cell. One of the horizontal (111) planes is marked in grey. From this diagram, one can see clearly the pyramidal shape evident from the micrograph in (c) and the associated (100) facets. The SEM results, therefore, serve to confirm directly the (111) BSTO orientation given by the XRD data.

As mentioned earlier, the very good match between the YIG and GGG lattice is mainly responsible for the nearly single crystalline growth of the YIG layer along the (111) direction. The high melting point and high surface energy anisotropy then help to orient the embedded Pt layer along the most favorable (111) direction during the high temperature anneal that comes from the subsequent MgO and BSTO depositions. The (111) MgO buffer serves to promote the growth of (111) BSTO. Note that the BSTO layer, when deposited directly on the Pt layer, is polycrystalline in nature and shows cracks. This indicates a reasonable amount of strain on the BSTO from the 5% lattice mismatched YIG-Pt interface. Most likely, the 6% bigger MgO unit cell relative to

![Figure 2](image-url)
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Figure 2 shows representative room temperature hysteresis loop, FMR, and dielectric response results for the oriented heterostructure. Graphs (a) through (d) characterize the magnetic properties of the YIG layer. Graphs (a) and (b) show hysteresis loops in a magnetic induction 4πM versus static field H format for in-plane (IP) and perpendicular-to-plane (PTP) static fields, respectively. Note the different field scales for the IP and PTP loop data. Graphs (c) and (d) show the 9.5 GHz IP and PTP field FMR responses, respectively, in a normalized absorption derivative vs. H format. The strongest peaks are labeled as the main mode in both graphs. The less intense peaks on the low field side of the spectra in graph (d) are labeled as higher order spin wave modes. Graph (e) shows the BSTO relative dielectric constant ε_r vs. the dc electric field E applied across the layer as obtained from the 100 kHz capacitance measurements.

Consider first the hysteresis loop data in (a) and (b). For the IP field case in (a), one sees a nearly square loop with a very low coercive force. The nominal saturation induction 4πM, of about 1.7 kG is close to literature values for single crystal YIG. Overall, one sees a nearly square loop with a very low coercive force. The nominal saturation induction 4πM, of about 1.7 kG is close to literature values for single crystal YIG. For the PTP field case in (b), the loop is definitely not square and saturation is realized only for fields above 1800 Oe or so, close to the saturation field expected for an isotropic YIG film. This indicates that the YIG magnetization lies in the film plane, a state that is expected to yield the strongest magneto-electric coupling for the YIG-BSTO heterostructure.

Consider now the FMR results in (c) and (d). The relatively low and high main mode fields for the IP and PTP field configurations are consistent with the hysteresis loop properties in (a) and (b). The very narrow 0.7 Oe main mode linewidth for the PTP field case in (d) is only slightly larger than the 0.5 Oe or so near-intrinsic linewidth found for bare YIG films. The presence of weak higher order spin wave modes at fields below the main mode gives additional evidence of the layer quality. The somewhat larger 3 Oe linewidth for the IP field case in (c) is likely due to a small contribution from the inhomogeneity related two magnon scattering in the YIG layer.

Finally, consider the electrical response properties of the BSTO layer in (e). Overall, one sees a significant tuning response for the relative dielectric permittivity ε_r with the electric field E. The fact that the response shows some small amount of hysteresis points to the ferroelectric nature of the BSTO layer. The cusp response and the nearly 35% change in ε_r at 15 V/μm demonstrate the very good electric field tunability of the layer. The value of ε_r at E = 0 is close to literature values for the BSTO films. The important message from these data is that (1) the magnetic responses are consistent with the known properties of near perfect YIG single crystals, (2) the electric response shows the presence of a viable, high quality, high ε_r, and tunable BSTO layer, and (3) as such, the high quality YIG and BSTO layers realized here are expected to be amenable to a strong hybrid mode electric field tuning response.

Figure 3 shows the change in the magnetic response due to the application of electric fields for the heterostructure with the 5 μm BSTO layer. The main graph (a) shows the 9.5 GHz IP field FMR profile in an absorption derivative vs. static magnetic field (H) format for applied voltages of zero and 25 V across the BSTO layer, as indicated. The inset shows the FMR resonance position vs. applied voltage V. Both sets of data are for increasing voltage. Graph (b) shows data in (a), but shown in terms of the incremental frequency shift in MHz/V as a function of voltage. The structure with the 1 μm BSTO layer showed no observable electric field driven FMR shift.

From graph (a), one sees that 25 V causes the FMR response to shift up in field by about 5 Oe. From the inset data, one sees a small down-shift to a shallow minimum at about 5 V followed by an incremental shift that increases rapidly with V. The incremental frequency response in graph (b) follows the same trend as in the inset of (a). The overall shape of this response is as one would expect for the hysteretic ferroelectric BSTO material.

The electric field tuning of the magnetic resonance revealed by the data in Fig. 3 is very substantial. Taken at face value, the 5 Oe FMR field shift in (a) amounts to an equivalent frequency shift of 14 MHz and the corresponding tunability is...
about 0.6 MHz/V. This is about two times the hybrid mode tunability reported in Ref. [15] for mechanically pasted nonmonolithic structures at a voltage of 400 V. The incremental frequency response in (b) shows an even higher tunability. As evident from the graph, the incremental frequency tuning is about 2 MHz/V at 25 V. This is nearly one order of magnitude greater than that reported previously.\[^{15}\] The good quasi-lattice-to-lattice contact is likely responsible for this enhanced tunability. This, in turn, is indicative of the very good magneto-electric coupling between the layers. Moreover, the 20 – 25 V bias voltages needed for the good coupling can be achieved easily in such multilayered structures.

There are two further points for consideration. First, for these monolithic structures as fabricated, at least some of the response in Fig. 3 may be due to stress tuning. Second, in the absence of a full theoretical analysis of the hybrid mode response, it is not yet clear whether the combined hybrid mode and stress tuning effects should add or subtract. A full theoretical understanding of these processes should allow for the full optimization of the tuning and realize an even higher tuning response than reported here. These considerations make the monolithic heterostructure approach extremely promising for electric field controlled small and fast magnetic devices. The ability to accomplish such control in planar monolithic structures, as demonstrated here, holds great promise for many practical applications in RF electronics, communications, electronic logic, and radar technology.

In summary, an electric field tunable magneto-electric monolithic multilayered heterostructure with ferrimagnetic and ferroelectric oxide layers, along with embedded metal electrodes, has been achieved. The "all oriented" heteroepitaxial stack shows the desirable physical properties of a ferrimagnetic layer with very low microwave loss and a ferroelectric layer with high permittivity and good electric field tunability. The structure shows a significant electric field tunability of the coupled hybrid magneto-electric modes for small applied voltages. This response is an order of magnitude better than previously obtained results for thick mechanically bonded layers.

The realization of such a hybridized structure is the first critical step in the fabrication of practical voltage tunable magnetic devices. Future work should focus on further increases in the tuning response through structure optimization and the use of multiple magnetic and electric layers. In the broad view, the materials advances realized here for the high temperature growth of high quality ferromagnetic oxide-metal-ferroelectric oxide stacks with very strong magneto-electric coupling is expected to have a significant impact on the physics, chemistry, and materials science of the thin film heterostructures.
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The frequency dependence of the ferromagnetic resonance linewidth $\Delta H$ in polycrystalline, 
hot isostatically pressed pure and Ca-Ge substituted yttrium iron garnet (YIG) spheres was 
measured between 1.95-6 GHz and analyzed. The linewidths for these ultradense ferrite materials 
are in the 5-40 Oe and 5-25 Oe ranges for the pure and the substituted YIG samples respectively. 
The $\Delta H$ vs. frequency data show especially sharp Buffler peaks due to the band edge crossover 
effect that is the signature for grain-to-grain (GG) two magnon scattering (TMS) [J. Appl Phys 30, 
172S (1959)]. Both the GG and recent grain boundary (GB) TMS models were used to obtain 
quantitative fits to the data. The fits demonstrate the expected GG TMS contribution to the 
linewidth for frequencies above the Buffler peak. They also reveal two unexpected results, (1) a 
dominant GB TMS role for frequencies below the Buffler peak where the GG TMS linewidth 
contribution is essentially zero, and (2) a significant GB TMS role for frequencies above the peak 
where the linewidth has generally been associated with GG processes only. In the high frequency 
regime, the GB scattering term appears to explain about half of the overall linewidth.

PACS number(s): 76.50.+g, 75.30.Ds, 75.50.Gg,

1. INTRODUCTION

Despite many decades of study, the origins of 
microwave loss in polycrystalline magnetic materials 
remain a hot topic of research. There have been recent 
advances on several fronts, made possible in a large part by 
the availability of ultra dense ferrite samples with near zero 
porosity and second phase.1,2 The notable work of Nazarov 
and co-workers,3 for example, was the first to demonstrate 
that ultra dense polycrystalline ferrites can show close-to-
thetical linewidths based on grain-to-grain (GG) two 
magnon scattering (TMS).

More recent work of Mo and co-workers,4 in addition, 
has advanced the understanding of TMS relaxation 
processes in two ways. First, the application of clever 
metrology methods led to order of magnitude improvements 
in the accuracy of high field effective linewidth 
measurements. This has led, in turn, to the discovery of a 
new role for hybrid electromagnetic-exchange spin waves 
and new grain boundary (GB) two magnon scattering in 
polycrystalline ferrites. Second, and in a completely 
different context, even more recent ferromagnetic resonance 
(FMR) linewidth measurements in nano-crystalline metallic 
magnetic films have demonstrated the crucial roles of both 
grain-to-grain and grain boundary two magnon scattering in 
microwave relaxation.5,6

This work returns to the problem of microwave 
relaxation in ultra dense polycrystalline ferrites. The results 
from Ref. 3 have been extended to the low GHz regime and 
a comprehensive analysis of the full range of linewidth data 
over the characteristic Buffler peak7 in a linewidth vs. 
frequency data display format. This peak occurs for sphere 
samples when the FMR point moves above the top edge of 
the spin wave band at low wave numbers. For the yttrium 
iron garnet (YIG) materials used here, this effect occurs at 
about 3 GHz. The analysis shows that both GG and GB 
processes play important roles in the structure of this 
Buffler peak.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II gives a 
brief qualitative description of two magnon scattering 
processes in bulk ferrites and the qualitative origins of the 
Buffler peak. Section III elaborates sample properties, 
gives representative FMR profiles, and summarizes the 
overall linewidth vs. frequency results. Qualitative 
connections to two magnon scattering processes are also 
covered in this section. Section IV provides working 
equations for the quantitative analysis of the data. Section 
V presents theoretical fits to the data and makes specific
connections to the linewidth contributions due to different scattering processes. Section VI gives a summary and conclusion.

II. A VIGNETTE ON TWO MAGNON SCATTERING IN BULK FERRITES

The early FMR data for ferrite materials generally showed larger linewidths than expected for intrinsic processes. Theoretical considerations by Clogston et al.\textsuperscript{8} and Schlömann\textsuperscript{9,10} showed two possible origins of these large linewidths, TMS processes and simple inhomogeneous linebroadening. Inhomogeneity effects dominate when the corresponding local fields are large compared to the saturation induction $4\pi M_s$. Two magnon scattering, while still based on inhomogeneities, is more subtle. TMS processes rely on small local effective field spatial variations due to randomly oriented crystalline grain in anisotropic materials, dipole fields due to grain boundaries, second phase, pores, surface pits, magnetostriiction, and so on. These field fluctuations lead to a coupling between the driven mode and available spin wave modes at the same frequency. The coupling provides an additional channel for energy relaxation from the driven mode, first to the degenerate spin waves, and eventually to the thermal bath. This is the essence of two magnon scattering.

The first experimental signature of two magnon scattering as a valid FMR relaxation process came from the seminal work of Buffler 1959.\textsuperscript{7} Schlömann’s work, noted above, had pointed out a peculiar spin wave band effect for sphere shaped samples.\textsuperscript{9} As one increases the applied field, there is a point at which the FMR frequency crosses the top edge of the low wave number limit of the spin wave band. More specifically, the FMR point starts above this limit at low field and moves into the band at high field. For YIG spheres, as an example, this band edge crossover point occurs in the 3.5 GHz range, depending on the actual saturation induction of the material.

Even today, many FMR experts do not know about this basic effect, even though it provides the historical experimental key to two magnon scattering relaxation. One possible reason is that the predominant FMR work in recent years has been for thin films. This band edge crossover effect occurs only for spheres and not for any of the other basic geometries of interest.

The experimental manifestation of this effect is an abrupt increase in the linewidth as the FMR frequency moves through the crossover frequency, taken here as $f_s$. This is then followed by a slow decrease in the linewidth at higher frequencies. This is a purely geometric effect. It occurs for spheres, but not for other sample shapes. C. R. Buffler was the first to observe this effect experimentally.\textsuperscript{7} This direct early experimental evidence for TMS processes provided the key data that pointed the way to further theory and experiments on anisotropy, porosity, and surface pit TMS processes.\textsuperscript{11} As noted in the introduction, new results continue to emerge. Mo and co-workers have shown,\textsuperscript{6} for example, that grain boundary TMS processes related to very short wavelength spin waves must be added to the above list of interactions for a complete picture of this important mechanism.

Figure 1 illustrates the band edge crossover effect described above. The (a), (b), and (c) graphs show spin wave band diagrams of normalized spin wave frequency vs. wave number $k$ for three different fields for sphere shaped YIG samples, as indicated. Graph (b) corresponds to the FMR band edge crossover. The specific field/frequency operating points were chosen to demonstrate this effect. The dashed horizontal line shows the degenerate mode cut across the bands at the FMR frequency for these three cases. The vertical shaded region across the low $k$ edge of the band for $k < k_s = 1\times10^4$ rad/cm accentuates those modes that can give a strong GG TMS contribution for YIG grain sizes in the 10 $\mu$m range. The connection between $k_s$, grain size, and TMS processes will be elaborated shortly.

Figure 1 is intended to convey two main points. First, as one increases the external field, the well known upward shift in spin wave band and the FMR frequency is accompanied by a crossover of the FMR frequency from outside the low $k$ part of the band at low field to completely inside the band at high field. The crossover frequency $f_s$ is equal to $(2/3)(|\gamma|/2\pi)4\pi M_s$, where $\gamma$ denotes the electron gyromagnetic ratio. With $4\pi M_s$, taken at the nominal YIG value of 1750 G and $|\gamma|/2\pi$ taken at the nominal free electron value of 2.8 GHz/kG, this crossover effect occurs at about 3.3 GHz. The specific diagrams in Fig. 1 have been selected to underscore this basic effect. It is a little known effect, even though it was crucial to the initial realization of the role of TMS processes in microwave ferrite relaxation.

The second point concerns the interplay between the actual coupling to the degenerate modes and the crossover effect that leads to the TMS signature in the linewidth vs. frequency profile discovered by Buffler. In this context, the key is in the shaded vertical strip of modes at the extreme low $k$ side for each of the spin wave band diagrams in Fig. 1. This strip corresponds to the modes that are strongly coupled to the FMR mode for coarse grain ferrites. Here, “coarse grain” is taken to denote grain sizes in the range of tens of micrometers that are typical for polycrystalline ferrites made by standard sintering or hot pressing methods.
FIG 1. (Color online) Schematic spin wave band diagrams of spin wave frequency $f_k$, normalized to the ferromagnetic resonance frequency (FMR) $f_{\text{FMR}}$, as a function of the spin wave number $k$ for sphere shaped samples. Graphs (a), (b), and (c) are for external applied static field ($H_{\text{ext}}$) values of 0.6, 1.2 and 3.6 kOe and the corresponding FMR frequency values, as indicated. Graph (b) corresponds to the band edge crossover point at $f_{\text{FMR}} = f_x$. The curves are for yttrium iron garnet magnetic parameters. The curved lines show the band limits for spin wave propagation angles ($\theta_k$) relative to the field direction of zero and $\pi/2$, as indicated. The shaded regions indicate the full band. The horizontal dashed lines show the cut across the band at the FMR frequency for $f_k = f_{\text{FMR}}$. The arrow at $k_a \approx 1 \times 10^4$ rad/cm and narrow vertical shaded regions for $k < k_a$ denote the region of strong two magnon grain-to-grain scattering for a nominal grain size of 10 $\mu$m.

Generally, two magnon scattering has a strong coupling between the driven FMR mode for $k \approx 0$ to degenerate spin wave modes with $k < k_a \approx 1/a$ or so, where $a$ is the grain size. For $a \approx 10 \mu$m, one has $k_a \approx 10^4$ rad/cm. One can see that as the field is increased and the FMR frequency moves from above the band edge point to inside the band, the low $k$ modes available for strong scattering come into play quite abruptly. The fact that the density of states for the degenerate spin wave modes is also quite large at the top edge of the spin wave band leads to a pronounced peak in the linewidth as one moves through the crossover frequency. The quantitative connection between the linewidth vs. frequency data and the TMS analysis for GG scattering will be covered in Section IV.

III. SAMPLES AND MEASUREMENTS

The YIG samples were made by standard hot isostatic pressing (Hipping) ceramic methods. Nazarov et al. have provided the fabrication details. These authors also provided X-band FMR linewidth data that establish the density of the materials to be near theoretical. The residual porosity was less than 1% and the half power 10 GHz FMR linewidth was 13 Oe. The average grain size was 8 $\mu$m. Spheres were fabricated from the interior regions of the hipped blocks, to avoid possible problems with oxygen deficient surface regions. A similar procedure was also applied to Ca-Ge substituted YIG. The specific results in this chapter, shown for nominal 2 mm diameter spheres, confirm the nearly complete elimination of porosity for the hipped materials.

The FMR profiles were measured at frequencies between 1.95 and 6 GHz with a broadband strip transmission line FMR spectrometer described in Ref. [12]. Figure 2 shows representative data. The graph shows a sequence of profiles of the FMR absorption derivative vs. static external field $H_{\text{ext}}$ for selected frequencies, as indicated. One sees the expected shift in the FMR fields with increasing frequency. Note that the profile is somewhat narrow at 1.9 GHz, becomes very narrow at 3 GHz, broadens substantially at 4.0 GHz, and then appears to narrow somewhat at 5.3 GHz. The behavior from 3 to 5.3 GHz is a direct consequence of the band edge crossover GG TMS effect from Sec. II. The substantial jump in linewidth from 3 to 4 GHz is a direct result of this crossover. The fall-off from 4 to 5.3 GHz is due to a gradual drop in the available degenerate spin wave states for scattering. The relatively broad line at 1.9 GHz is due to the unsaturated state of the sample at these fields.
Data of the sort shown in Fig. 2 were also used to establish the gyromagnetic ratio $\gamma$. The FMR frequency $f_{\text{FMR}}$ for sphere shaped samples is equal to $(\gamma / 2\pi)H$. The data on FMR frequency vs. field yielded a $\gamma / 2\pi$ value of 2.765 MHz/Oe. This paper will use Gaussian units for the working equations for the data analysis, as needed, and for the theoretical development. Note also that the "$f$" notation will denote frequency in Hz or related units. In the theoretical discussions to follow, it will also be appropriate to bring in the usual "$\omega$" notation for angular frequency in rad/s.

Linewidth values were obtained from FMR derivative profiles similar to those shown in Fig. 2, but for a fine grid of frequency points from 2 to 6 GHz. For each profile, the half power field swept linewidth $\Delta H$ was taken as the difference in field values at the extrema of the derivative profile multiplied by $\sqrt{3}$. This connection is strictly applicable to Lorentzian absorption profiles. Integrated absorption profiles were, in fact, near Lorentzian.

Figure 3 shows representative $\Delta H$ vs. $f_{\text{FMR}}$ results. These particular data, as in Fig. 2, are for the hipped YIG sphere. The main portion of the data is shown by solid symbols. These data will be the focus of the two magnon analysis to follow. The portion of the data for $f_{\text{FMR}} < 3$ GHz or so are shown by blue open circles. These data show a gradual upturn below 3 GHz and a more rapid increase below about 2.2 GHz. This response is related to de-magnetization and low field loss effects and is not of direct interest here. The vertical dashed line at $f_{\text{FMR}} \approx 3.6$ GHz marks the band edge crossover frequency. This point is shifted from the 3.3 GHz value shown in Fig. 1 because of the larger nominal $4\pi M_s$ value of 1950 G for the hipped YIG material, as obtained from fits to be considered shortly. The schematic low field and high field region spin wave band diagrams for the regions below and above the crossover point track the (a) and (c) diagrams from Fig. 1.

The solid circle data in Fig. 3 demonstrate the two magnon band edge crossover effect discussed in Sec. II. There is a rapid increase in linewidth as one approaches the crossover frequency from below, followed by a distinct peak and a gradual leveling off at high frequency. It is notable that there is sizeable linewidth increase even for frequencies below the crossover frequency. The coarse grain scattering scenario from Sec. II and the exclusive two magnon coupling to extremely low $k$ modes alone would give a sharp cutoff at the crossover frequency $f_x$ rather than the response shown by the data. As will be discussed shortly, the two magnon linewidth "leakage" into the frequency regime below $f_x$ is a direct result of grain boundary TMS processes. It also turns out that GB scattering also plays a significant role in the frequency regime above crossover. This is alluded to in the last part of the discussion of Fig. 1 at the end of Sec. II. These points will be made quantitative in Secs. IV and V.

### IV TWO MAGNON SCATTERING RELAXATION AND LINEWIDTH CONNECTIONS

As noted in Section II, there is extensive literature on the two magnon scattering relaxation theory in magnetic systems in general. Reference 4 casts the general two magnon scattering relaxation rate in the form
\[ \eta_{TMS} = \frac{\alpha_M^2}{8\pi^3} \int_{k \text{-space}} \delta(\omega - \omega_k) C(k) \Lambda(k, \omega) dk. \] (1)

The parameter \( \omega_M = |\gamma|4\pi M_s \) expresses the saturation induction in frequency units. The delta function \( \delta(\omega - \omega_k) \) constrains the scattering to degenerate spin wave modes with a frequency \( \omega_k \) equal to the pump frequency \( \omega \). The \( C(k) \) factor defines the coupling strength between the uniform mode and particular degenerate spin wave modes at some wave vector \( k \). The \( \Lambda(k, \omega) \) factor accounts for the ellipticity of the spin wave mode. For sphere shaped samples, the connection between \( \eta_{TMS} \) and \( \Delta H \) amounts to a simple conversion, according to \( \Delta H = 2\eta_{TMS} / |\gamma| \).

As discussed in earlier sections, two distinct TMS processes turn out to be important for polycrystalline ferrites, one related to GG scattering and to GB scattering. These processes can be taken to occur in parallel. In order to deal with the differences in the \( k \)-dependences of the coupling terms for the two processes, it proves useful to write Eq. (1) in a slightly different form. Keep in mind that for GG scattering, it is the grain size \( a \) that controls the scattering and the coupling is to low wave number modes with \( k < k_a \) alone. Recall the discussion related to Fig. 1 and coarse grain scattering. For GB scattering, it is the much narrower sub-micron size grain boundary that controls the scattering. This process is definitely not coarse grain scattering but extends out to much larger \( k \)-values.

A useful starting point for the separation of the different \( k \)-dependences for GG and GB scattering is to recast the formal \( k \)-space integral in Eq. (1) in terms of the specific integrals over wave number \( k \) and the polar and azimuthal spin wave propagation angles \( \theta_k \) and \( \phi_k \), respectively.

\[ \eta_{TMS} = \frac{\alpha_M^2}{8\pi^3} \int_{0}^{\infty} dk \int d\cos \theta_k \left[ F(k) \Lambda(k, \omega) \delta(\omega - \omega_k) \right]. \] (2)

The function \( F(k) = 4\pi k^2 C(k) \) folds in the numerical \( 4\pi \) factor from the angular integrals and the explicit \( k^2 \) factor from the \( k \)-integral into the new form of the coupling. As the discussion below will demonstrate, the \( F(k) \) form makes it possible to gain an intuitive understanding of the GG and GB contributions to the scattering.

First consider the working equations for GG scattering. In this case, one can write \( F(k) \) in the form

\[ F_{GG}(k) = F_{GG}(k) = \frac{8\pi^4}{105} \left( \frac{H_I}{4\pi M_s} \right)^2 g(k). \] (3)

The new \( g(k) \) function is used here to separate out the \( k \)-dependent part of the degenerate spin wave coupling for GG scattering. This factor is taken in the form first used by Schlömann\(^9\) and recently re-derived by hamiltonian methods by Krivosik \textit{et al.} in Ref. 14

\[ g(k) = \frac{4}{\pi} \frac{k^2 a^4}{(1 + k^2 a^2)^2}. \] (4)

In the above, \( H_A \) denotes an effective cubic anisotropy field \( 2K_1/M_s \), where \( K_1 \) is the first order cubic magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy constant. In the qualitative discussion above, \( a \) was taken as the grain size. In a more general sense, \( a \) may be taken as a mean inhomogeneity size. One can see that the \( g(k) \) function peaks at \( k = k_a = 1/a \). Recall, however, that the \( k^2 \) factor in the numerator derives from the same factor in the \( k \)-space differential volume \( 4\pi k^2 dk \). Without this factor, the \( g(k) \) corresponds to the Fourier transform of a fluctuating field with a correlation length equal to the mean grain size.

The spin wave ellipticity factor for GG scattering, labeled here as \( \Lambda_{GG}(k, \omega) \) was also developed first by Schlömann in Ref. 9 and is written here as

\[ \Lambda_{GG}(k, \omega) = 1 + \frac{A(k, H)}{\omega}, \] (5)

where

\[ A(k, H) = |\gamma| H_I + |\gamma| Dk^2 + 2\pi M_s \sin^2 \theta_i. \] (6)

The internal field \( H_I \) in Eq. (6) is equal to \( H - (4\pi M_s / 3) \) for sphere shaped samples. The \( D \) parameter takes exchange into account. The nominal \( D \)-value for YIG materials is \( 5.2 \times 10^{-9} \) Oe cm\(^3\). The numerical factors in Eqs (3) and (5) follow the Schlömann form. They are a result of a systematic averaging over the randomly oriented cubic crystallites for the YIG system. Further details on the averaging mechanics are given by McMichael and Krivosik in Ref. 13.

For GB scattering, the \( F(k) \) and \( \Lambda(k, \omega) \) functions take a somewhat different form. The full theory is summarized in Refs. 4 and 6, and developed in detail in Ref. 15. The coupling and polarization terms are different from those for the grain-grain anisotropy based scattering. The formulae given below follow the nomenclature of Ref. 4. The \( F(k) \) for GB scattering now takes the form

\[ F_{GB}(k) = F_{GB}(k) = \frac{8\pi^4}{105} \left( \frac{H_I}{4\pi M_s} \right)^2 g(k). \]
Following Ref. 4, \( l_{\phi} \) denotes an effective grain boundary thickness parameter. From physical considerations, \( l_{\phi} \) scales with the ratio of surface anisotropy energy to the magnetostatic self energy and is on order of tens of nanometers for polycrystalline ferrites. Fits to the data in the next section will yield nominal values of 9 nm for the pure YIG and 16 nm for the Ca-Ge substituted YIG samples. Note the additional \( k^2 \) factor in the GB coupling. With this modification, the \( k \) -dependence of the scattering defined through \( k^2 f(k) \) sees major modifications. Now the scattering is essentially zero for \( k \ll k_s \), begins to grow for \( k \approx k_s \), and levels off to some maximum value for \( k \gg k_s \). This is precisely the response expected for GB scattering. One can now have strong coupling to very short wavelength spin waves in the extremely high \( k \) part of the spin wave manifold.

Also following Ref. 4, the \( \Lambda(k, \omega) \) spin wave polarization term for GB scattering is now written as

\[
\Lambda_{GB}(k, \omega) = 1 + \frac{A(k, H)}{\omega}.
\]

The different numerical factors in Eqs. (6) and (8) arise from the different symmetries in the GG and GB scattering problems. As noted above, GG scattering involves an averaging over the grains in the 3D system. For GB scattering, in contrast, one is dealing with an interface effect that is treated in a simplified 2D model.\(^1\)

Figure 4 shows the same bulk spin wave band diagrams of frequency \( f_k \) vs. wave number \( k \) as given in graphs (a) and (c) of Fig. 1, except that the \( k \)-axis is given in logarithmic scale. Also as in Fig. 1, horizontal dashed red lines are used to show \( k \)-range of the degenerate mode at the indicated FMR frequency in each case. The solid blue and dashed green curves in both graphs show plots of the \( F(k) \) functions developed above for GG and GB scattering, respectively. The curves are normalized to maximum values and denoted as \( F_{GB}(k) \). Recall that the peak GG coupling occurs for \( k = k_s = 1/a \). The GB coupling shows no peak, but simply levels off at its maximum value at very high \( k \)-values.

The overall point of Fig. 4 is to demonstrate the very different coupling conditions for fields below the band edge, as in (a), and fields above the band edge, as in (b). For the below-the-band-edge situation in (a), one can see that the degenerate mode line cuts the spin wave band in the range of very high \( k \) values for which the GB coupling is strong and that there are no degenerate low \( k \) modes. This means that the two magnon processes are limited to GB scattering. As will be shown shortly, GB scattering turns out to provide a reasonable quantitative model for the observed linewidth tail for frequencies below the band edge crossover frequency \( f_X \).

Contrast this with the situation in Fig 4 (b). Here one can see that the degenerate mode line cuts the spin wave band over the full range of wave number \( k \) values from the low limit at \( k = 0 \) out to the very high values at the edge of the spin wave band for \( k = 10^{-5} - 10^{-6} \) rad/cm. These degenerate modes now span regions of \( k \)-space for which the \( F(k) \) functions for both GG and GB scattering indicate strong coupling. The quantitative fits of the theory to the data given below will show that both processes contribute substantially to the two magnon linewidth for frequencies above the band edge crossover frequency \( f_X \).
V. LINEWIDTH ANALYSIS

Graphs (a) and (b) in Fig. 5 show, respectively, the full ensemble of linewidth vs. frequency data for both the pure YIG and substituted YIG samples. The open circles in (a) show the same data as in Fig. 3. The solid circles show extended frequency data from Ref. 3. The error bars for all data points are in the range of ±0.5 Oe. The panels also show theoretical fits based on a simple model of GG and GB TMS processes that operate in parallel. The fits do not include either a Landau-Lifshitz linewidth term or inhomogeneity broadening effects. The various curves show computed results for GG scattering, GB scattering, and the sum of these two processes, as indicated. The theoretical curves were obtained for a common grain size \( a \) of 8 \( \mu \)m, and with \( 4\pi M_s, H_A, l_{gb}, \) and \( |\gamma|/2\pi \) values of 1952 G, 40 Oe, 9 nm, and 2.765 MHz/Oe, respectively, for the pure YIG and 990 G, 20 Oe, 16.2 nm, and 2.76 MHz/Oe, respectively, for the substituted YIG. These materials parameters are consistent with the ferrite literature.\(^{17,18}\) The critical fit parameters were \( H_A \) and \( l_{gb} \). Following Ref. 4, an effective grain boundary thickness parameter \( l_{gb} \) in the nm range is also reasonable for the hipped ferrite microstructure.

Both graphs show very prominent Buffler peaks. In line with the extended discussion in Sec. III, these peaks provide the basic signature of GG scattering. The prominence of the Buffler peaks is due to the use of hipped samples with near theoretical density. Porosity effects in the original Buffler samples resulted in significantly larger linewidths and a broader peak. Overall, the linewidths in (b) for sample B are even lower than those in (a) because of the use of Ca-Ge substituted YIG materials with a lower anisotropy. The GG based two magnon scattering scales with the anisotropy.\(^{16,17}\)

The physical origins of the linewidth vs. frequency response manifested by the low frequency data in (a) was discussed in connection with Fig. 3. From Fig. 5, one sees that both samples show essentially the same response. Each data set shows (1) a rapid increase in linewidth at very low frequencies due to sample demagnetization, (2) a local minimum with a nonzero linewidth at frequencies just below the Buffler peak, (3) a rapid increase that forms the Buffler peak as one moves through the band edge crossover, and (4) a gradual decrease in linewidth as one moves to frequencies well above the Buffler peak. These effects occur for somewhat lower frequencies in (b) due to the reduced magnetization for the Ca-Ge-YIG.

The new points to be considered here, relative to Fig. 3, concern the actual fits to the data from the combined GG and GB TMS models. These fits tell the quantitative story of the TMS processes outlined in general terms in Secs. III and IV. The fits demonstrate three points. First, it is clear that one can realize a remarkably good fit to the data for two different materials based on TMS processes. The fact that the theoretical curves show a divergence at the band edge crossover frequency is of no consequence here. This divergence is due to the neglect of the nonzero relaxation rate for the product spin waves from the TMS processes. Schlömann\(^9\) has shown that the inclusion of a nonzero spin

![Graphs (a) and (b) show the ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) linewidth \( \Delta H \) as a function of the FMR frequency \( f_{FMR} \) for sphere shaped samples of hipped yttrium iron garnet (YIG) and Ca-Ge substituted YIG, respectively. The open circles show data from the broadband strip transmission line measurements. The solid circles in (a) show data on the same sample from Nazarov et al.\(^3\) The dashed and dotted curves show fitted \( \Delta H \) vs. \( f_{FMR} \) results from model calculations for grain boundary (GB) and grain-to-grain (GG) two magnon scattering processes, respectively. The solid curves show the sum of the GB and GG results.](image-url)
waves linewidth in TMS calculations eliminate such divergences. One obtains, thereby, theoretical curves that match effective linewidth data quite nicely, for example.\textsuperscript{18}

Second, the GB TMS linewidth fits for the frequency region just below the Buffer peak band confirm the expectation from Sec. IV that grain boundary scattering processes must play a role in this region. In fact, the theoretical response also matches this portion of the data quite nicely.

The third point comprises a somewhat unexpected result. The realization of data over a wide range of frequencies on both sides of the Buffer peak, in combination with calculations based on a two component GG/GB TMS process; show that both processes make significant contributions to the linewidth. The fits in Ref. 3 were done for GG scattering alone and appeared to match the data. The problem in this reference, however, was in the availability of limited high frequency data only and no experimental points close to or below the Buffer peak. In the present work, it is these low frequency data points that provide the clue to the role of GB scattering. Once the required GB scattering parameters are included to fit the data for $f < f_x$, a necessary GB contribution propagates into the $f > f_x$ frequency regime. The fits show that in the $f > f_x$ region, one has roughly equal GG and GB two magnon scattering contributions to the linewidth.

With two magnon processes properly taken into account, it is entirely reasonable to ignore any possible intrinsic linewidth terms in doing the fits shown in Fig. 5. Effective linewidth measurements have shown that such contributions are below one Oersted over the frequency range shown here.\textsuperscript{19}

VI SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The early linewidth results for polycrystalline ferrites in the region of the Buffer peak provided the initial evidence for the role of two magnon scattering relaxation in ferromagnetic resonance. These classic results have been now extended and made quantitative, and several new aspects of TMS relaxation in polycrystalline ferrites have been revealed. The new data on ultradense pure and substituted YIG materials with nominal 10 micron grain sizes show an especially sharp Buffer peak that derives from the band edge crossover effect initially reported in Ref. 7. Due in part to recent new developments in two magnon relaxation models for both grain-to-grain anisotropy scattering (GG scattering) and grain boundary (GB) scattering, it has been possible to obtain quantitative TMS fits to the data. These fits demonstrate the expected role of GG scattering in the relaxation, just as suggested by Buffer. The fits also reveal the somewhat unexpected role of GB scattering as a contributor to the TMS linewidth in polycrystalline ferrites. (1) It is found that GB scattering plays a role in the frequency regime below the Buffer peak where simple two magnon low- $k$ scattering models give no TMS contribution. The nominal GB TMS linewidth in this regime is about 5 Oe. (2) It is also found that GB scattering contributes about half of the overall TMS linewidth in the frequency regime above the peak where GG scattering was previously though to be dominant.
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I. INTRODUCTION

During the last several decades, extremely low loss magnetic thin films, and yttrium iron garnet (YIG) films in particular, have been used to study a wide variety of linear and nonlinear spin-wave phenomena at microwave frequencies. In addition to the relevance of these effects to problems in magnetodynamics, the results are also of fundamental importance for the understanding of wave behavior in dispersive dissipative media in general. Currently there are three main areas of interest in the study of nonlinear magnetization dynamics in magnetic films, (i) microwave-driven parametric spin-wave processes, often termed Suhl instabilities, (ii) modulational instability and stationary spin-wave excitations such as envelope solitons, and (iii) chaotic nonlinear dynamics. All three of these classes of nonlinear magnetodynamics effects involve nonlinear spin-wave interactions through so-called three or four wave processes.

This paper focuses on item (i), and in particular, three wave splitting and confluence processes and the elucidation of these interactions by wave-vector selective Brillouin light scattering (BLS). In 2000, Synogach et al. were the first to demonstrate the role of parametric three wave processes in the creation of ultra short microwave pulses in YIG film spin-wave propagation structures. The data, while convincing, were comprised of microwave results only. In 2003, Mathieu et al. were able to use time and space resolved BLS techniques to obtain direct images of the propagating half-frequency spin waves produced by the three wave splitting interactions. Interestingly, these images revealed very low velocity wedge shaped wave fronts with the parametric spin waves concentrated along the leading edge. These results had one missing link, namely, no direct evidence for the companion confluence process by which the half-frequency magnons recombine to make the narrow pulse magnons at the initial signal frequency.

This missing link is addressed here. Continuous wave microwaves were used to excite spin waves in a YIG film magnetostatic backward volume wave (MSBVW) propagation structure. Carefully measured BLS spectra for different input power levels revealed both the half-frequency peak that is the signature of the parametric magnons from the three wave splitting as well as a prominent signal that was only slightly downshifted in frequency from the initial pumping frequency. Detailed wave-vector selective BLS measurements served to identify this signal as due to a confluence of the parametric magnons. This represents the first direct observation of three wave confluence processes in magnetic systems. It also represents the first direct observation of splitting for MSBVW spin waves.

Section II describes the basic BLS/microwave experiment as well as operational details on wave vector selective measurements. Section III presents representative BLS data that comprise the experimental evidence for the three wave splitting and confluence processes and makes qualitative connections with the governing dipole exchange spin wave (DESW) frequency-wave number dispersion relations. Section IV presents additional wave-vector selective BLS data that serve to identify the explicit nature of the splitting and confluence magnon products from the pumped MSBVW spin waves. Section V provides brief comments on the effect of small changes in the pumping frequency on the magnon...
splitting and confluence processes elucidated in the earlier sections. Section VI provides a summary and conclusions.

II. MICROWAVE AND BRILLOUIN LIGHT SCATTERING SET-UP

The key microwave component of the set-up was the spin-wave propagation structure. This was comprised of a long and narrow YIG film strip in a standard MSBVW spin-wave (SW) delay line configuration. The strip was 20 mm long, 2 mm wide, and 6.3 μm thick. The low loss YIG film was grown by standard liquid phase epitaxy techniques. The 5 GHz ferromagnetic resonance half power line width was about 0.5 Oe. A pair of 50 μm-wide and 2 mm-long microstrip transducers with a separation of 7 mm was used to excite and detect the propagating spin waves. For propagation in the MSBVW configuration, the static external field \( H \) was applied parallel to the long dimension of the strip and the SW propagation direction. The field was set at a nominal value of 352 Oe for all of the measurements. The cw microwave input was at a pumping frequency \( f_p \) of 2.5 GHz for most of the measurements. For the frequency effect study in Sec. V, additional \( f_p \)-values from 2.4 to 2.1 GHz were also used. For the BLS measurements shown below, the nominal input microwave power level at the launch transducer ranged from about 200 μW to 6 mW. Some of the preliminary microwave measurements were done at powers down to one microwatt or so. These data indicated a Suhl threshold power level in the range of 1 μW or so.

The above field-frequency operating point was chosen subject to two criteria. The first is the realization of a strong SW signal at the output transducer. 2.5 GHz sits at the maximum of the MSBVW amplitude vs. frequency transmission curve for the structure at 352 Oe. This operating point corresponded to a wave number \( k \) for the pumped magnons on the lowest order branch MSBVW dipole exchange spin wave (DESW) of about 100 rad/cm. The second is the need to ensure that three wave splitting processes are allowed. In practical terms, this means that spin waves at \( f_p/2 \) are supported by the propagation structure. At \( H = 352 \) Oe, the bottom of the MSBVW dipole-exchange spin wave band sits at about 1.1 GHz, well below \( f_p/2 \).

The BLS measurements were performed using a multipass tandem Fabry-Perot interferometer (TFP) in a forward scattering configuration, with and without wave-vector selectivity. The basic forward scattering approach to the analysis of pumped spin-wave excitations in YIG films was first developed by Srinivasan and co-workers. Wave-vector selective BLS analysis techniques for spin waves were first developed by Wilber and co-workers.

The overall measurement approach used here follows Mathieu et al. For the current experiments, a 514.5 nm wavelength linearly polarized argon ion laser light was focused onto the YIG film by a 12 cm focal length lens at normal incidence with 10 mW incident power. The directly transmitted and scattered light was collected by a 50 mm focal length, and 30 mm diameter F1.4 camera lens. A polarizing filter set perpendicular to the incident light polarization was used to reduce substantially the intensity of the directly transmitted beam. Magnon scattered light generally experiences a 90° rotation in polarization from the incident beam.

The wave-vector selective BLS measurements were done in two ways. First, different sized on-axis circular apertures formed from a variable diaphragm behind the collection lens were used to vary the maximum magnon wave number \( k_{\text{max}} \) for the forward scattered light. Second, wave vector directions were selected though the use of a 1 mm wide slit-type aperture placed behind the collection lens. The slit orientation relative to the applied field defines the usual polar spin wave propagation angle \( \theta_q \).

Figure I illustrates the scattering geometry and the wave-vector selection process described above. The figure shows the YIG film propagation structure and the collection optics. The arrows show the incident light with wave vector \( q_s \) and the scattered light at \( q_s \) that results from the interaction with a magnon with wave vector \( k_{\text{max}} \). This upper limit on \( |k_{\text{max}}| \) is defined by the radius of the on-axis diaphragm shown schematically on the far right side of the diagram. The opening limits the scattered light into the spectrometer to those photons that derive from magnons with wave numbers (\( k \)) less than some \( k_{\text{max}} \). If one uses the 1 mm wide slit instead of the diaphragm, as indicated by the dashed lines, then one can further limit the selected magnon wave vector to a specific propagation angle \( \theta_q \). This is strictly true for \( k \)-values above 1000 rad/cm or so, well within the bounds of the data considered below. A full slit that extends over the entire aperture of the collection lens, as indicated by the dashed rectangle, was used for the initial scans to determine the \( \theta_q \)-values for strong scattering. A special slit that extends only in one direction from the optic axis was used for the quantitative wave-vector selective measurements to be considered in Sec. IV.

For the wave-number measurements for the confluence magnons in section IV, an additional wave-vector selection process was used. In this set up, instead of a diaphragm, different size on-axis circular light blocks were used. The diameter of the block plays the same role as the diameter of the diaphragm in Fig. I, except that one now selects out wave numbers above some \( k_{\text{min}} \) value instead of \( k \)-values below

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the wave-vector selection scattering geometry. The laser light is incident on the yttrium iron garnet (YIG) film spin wave propagation structure at wave vector \( q_s \), with a scattered light wave vector \( q_s \) and a magnon wave vector \( k_{\text{max}} \) oriented at an angle \( \theta_{\text{max}} \) relative to the direction of the applied field \( H \). The collection lens and the diaphragm/slit assembly define the selected magnon wave vector.
some $k_{\text{max}}$.

Through the above scheme, one can perform a full range of wave vector selective BLS measurements. Separate data runs for different diameter ($d$) diaphragms or circular light blocks, for example, can allow one to separate out the scattering associated with specific wave numbers. Diaphragms with $d$-values from 1 mm to 30 mm were used, typically in increments of 1 or 2 mm. The corresponding $k_{\text{max}}$ values are $1.2 \times 10^3$ rad/cm and $3.6 \times 10^4$ rad/cm, respectively. Light blocks with $d$-values from 2 mm to 10 mm were used. These diameters give a range of $k_{\text{min}}$ from $2.4 \times 10^3$ to $1.2 \times 10^4$ rad/cm. Measurements were always made with the same light intensity and measuring time. Once the wave number has been determined, data obtained with a slit aperture can be used to separate out the product magnons as a function of propagation angle. The wave-vector selectivity capability is crucial to the identification of the product spin waves for the nonlinear three magnon processes that are the focus of this paper. The data presented in Sec. IV will illustrate the very different wave-vector make-up for the parametrically excited DESW $f_p/2$ magnons from the splitting process and the product spin waves that come from the confluence of these magnons.

III. PARAMETRIC DESW AND CONFLUENCE MAGNONS

How do the BLS data reveal the presence of the relevant magnons? Figure 2 shows representative BLS spectra of scattering intensity vs. frequency for different input cw power levels, as indicated. The frequency axis shows the scattered photon frequency relative to the laser frequency. The frequency axis goes from positive, or anti-Stokes (AS), on the left, to negative, or Stokes (S), on the right. The strong Rayleigh peak at zero frequency comes from the laser line. The incident beam was positioned in the middle of the YIG strip about 2 mm down line from the input transducer. The microwave pumping frequency was 2.5 GHz. The static magnetic field was set at 352 Oe. All measurements were made with the same incident light intensity, the wave vector selective diaphragm removed, and the same TFP scanning parameters.

Note also that the scans in Fig. 2 show magnon signals only on the positive frequency AS side of the spectra. This AS region was scanned at a slow scan rate in order to bring out the magnon structure. Note that this AS region corresponds to scattering in which one of the microwave or parametrically pumped magnon is destroyed and a photon is created. Generally speaking, the BLS peaks for the pumped magnons at $f_p$ and the $f_p/2$ split magnons are found to be stronger on the AS side of the spectra. Intuitively, this is consistent with the nature of the scattering from magnons driven to large occupation numbers by either the microwave pumping process or the subsequent interactions that produce the parametric magnons. For the confluence magnons, however, it turns out that the Stokes as well the Anti-Stokes sides of the spectra are needed to obtain a full picture of the excited modes. Such AS- S confluence magnon effects will be considered in Sec. IV.

The spectra examples in Fig. 2 show three things. (1) There is a peak in the spectra at the pumping frequency that is strong at low power, weakens at intermediate power levels, and then strengthens again at the highest power shown. (2) As the power is increased, one sees an additional peak at $f_p/2 \approx 1.25$ GHz appear and grow in strength. (3) One can also see the appearance and growth of a third peak at $f_p = 2.25$ GHz, positioned slightly below the $f_p$ peak in frequency, as the power level is increased.

In reference to item (1), the initial drop and subsequent increase in intensity for the peak in the spectra as the power level is increased is a likely indication of the role of the three magnon processes that are in play here. Microwave data for manganese ferrite (MgF) in the initial Suhl paper on ferromagnetic resonance saturation shows a gradual decrease in the microwave loss as one moves above threshold. The data in Ref. 3, however, do not extend to the extreme 25-40 dB above threshold levels needed to match the results in Fig. 2. Moreover, the nature of the MgF samples is not specified. One possible scenario is that, as the power is initially increased well above threshold, more and more of the energy of the pumped magnons is passed to the parametric magnons and the peak at $f_p$ drops in strength. As the power is further increased, these parametric processes level off and the $f_p$ peak grows again.

For item (2), the growth of the $f_p/2$ magnon splitting peak with increasing power provides direct evidence for the scenario above. This is actually a threshold effect similar to that found for Suhl processes. There is a critical power level, typically at the one microwatt level, for the onset of the splitting process. Even so, the splitting signal is not discernable from the BLS data until the input power is much higher, as in the (b) graph of Fig. 2. As elaborated below, these product magnons for the splitting process have a range of frequencies distributed around $f_p/2$. The growth in the peak at $f_p$ [item (3)] slightly below $f_p$ is ascribed to the confluence of some
subset of these split magnons. The concluding discussion for this section, given below, provides qualitative connections between these data and the proposed magnon splitting and confluence processes. Quantitative connections will follow in Sec. IV, based on detailed wave-vector selective measurements.

These connections are based on the schematic MSBVW spin wave dispersion diagrams and specific spin-wave mode points shown in Fig. 3. A detailed description of the nomenclature is given in the expanded figure caption. The curves were computed from the standard DESW theory in Ref. 16, standard YIG parameters, and the same film thickness and static field cited for the measurements. The identified mode points are intended to make qualitative connections with the BLS results.

Note that the actual parametric modes need not have wave vectors that are strictly co-linear with the field. Keep in mind that a given MSBVW pumped magnon at \( f_p \) and wave vector \( k_p \) will split into two parametric magnons with frequencies \( f_{s1} \) and \( f_{s2} \) and wave vectors \( k_{s1} \) and \( k_{s2} \), respectively. Energy and momentum conservation impose the conditions \( f_p = f_{s1} + f_{s2} \) and \( k_p = k_{s1} + k_{s2} \). Since \( |k_p| \) is very small compared to \( |k_{s1}| \) and \( |k_{s2}| \), it is clear that \( k_{s1} \) and \( k_{s2} \) must be nearly equal and oppositely directed. The dispersion curve constraints also force both \( k_{s1} \) and \( k_{s2} \) to be nearly co-linear with the field. Similar remarks apply to the reverse confluence process that take various pairs of split magnons into modes at frequencies close to \( f_c \). The up shift in frequency to \( f_c \approx f_p \) in this case leads to allowed modes at relatively large propagation angles. As the data of the next section will show, the parametric spin waves turn out to have in-plane propagation angles away from the field direction by \( \pm 10^\circ \) or so for the split \( f_p/2 \) magnons and by \( \pm 45^\circ \) or so for the confluence \( f_c \) magnons.

Overall, Fig. 3 shows a consistent map of the connections between the initially excited cw MSBVW spin wave signal in the YIG strip and the parametric magnons observed from the BLS measurements. If one considers a low wave-number MSBVW mode at \( f_p \) (upper open diamond), magnon splitting processes that conserve frequency and momentum give product magnons as indicated by the square and circle points clustered around the \( f_p/2 \) line cut in the figure. At the same time, the lower frequency subset of these split magnons can be combined to give a confluence peak at \( f_c \). The dashed box in the lower central part of Fig. 3 identifies two such modes.

The layout of modes in Fig. 3 leads to one more important connection with the data. Note that both the splitting peak in Fig. 2 at \( f_p/2 \) and the confluence peak at \( f_c \) are rather broad. Based on the scenario given above, one can explain the \( f_p/2 \) line broadening in terms of the relatively wide band of split magnons shown by the circle and square points in Fig. 3. It also stands to reason that if the observed split magnon peak is broad, any peak due to the confluence of these magnons will also be broad.

Taken at face value, the connections implied in Fig. 3 are nothing more than conjecture. The mode connections are based entirely on the dispersion curves shown and the frequencies match those found in the experiment. What remains is to show, from actual wave-vector selective BLS data, that the split modes clustered around \( f_p/2 \) in frequency and the product low wave-number confluence modes at \( f_c \) match the data.

IV. WAVE VECTOR SELECTIVE ANALYSIS

The techniques and procedures for the wave-vector selective BLS analysis were outlined in Sec. II. Recall that there are two stages in the analysis for the split magnons, one with a variable diameter diaphragm for wave-number analysis and one with a rotating slit aperture for wave-vector direction analysis. Recall the key feature of the stage one measurements, namely, the clear and distinct \( f_p/2 \) peak in Fig. 2(d) that appears suddenly when the diameter of the wave-vector selective aperture is larger than about 9 mm. This critical \( d^- \) value corresponds to \( k_{\text{max}} = 1.1 \times 10^4 \text{rad/cm} \). This is precisely the minimum allowed \( k^- \) value for \( f_p/2 \) magnons from DESW theory. This match-up comprises prima facie evidence for the connection with DESW magnons as proposed above.

Figure 4 shows representative wave-vector selective BLS data for the \( f_p/2 \) peak in Fig. 2 and companion iso-frequency magnon wave-vector contour plots for the low order DESW spin-wave dispersion branches at \( f_k = f_p/2 \). Graph (a) shows the BLS signal as a function of the cut-off \( k_{\text{max}} \) wave number value. The vertical dashed lines denote the upper and lower limit \( k_{\text{max}} \) values for the diaphragm set-up described above. Figure 4(b) shows calculated iso-frequency contour plots for the 1.25GHz cut of the dipole-exchange spin wave dispersion surface. While the horizontal axes for both graphs correspond
The plot was obtained from the four lowest order DESW modes at the parallel component $k_{||}$ for wave wave-vector component $k$ vs. the parallel component $k_{||}$.

The angle $\theta_{\text{split}}$ labeled in (b) shows the maximum allowed spin wave propagation angle. The vertical scale in (b) corresponds to the in-plane transverse field and with a propagation angle $k_{\perp}$ equal to zero or 180°.

The onset of detected spin waves as a function of the half-frequency spin waves in the range of allowed propagation angles for the split magnons is clear from the distribution of the DESW $f_{p/2}$ magnons. These lower limit values occur precisely at the theoretical $k_{\text{max}}$ value at $k_{0}$ = $1.1 \times 10^4$ rad/cm for the half-frequency DESW spin waves. These lower limit $k$ - values are marked in (b) by open circles. Note that this onset point in (b) is for a DESW propagation direction that is parallel to the static field and with a propagation angle $\theta_{\text{split}}$ equal to zero or 180° only. The full iso-frequency contours in (b) extends outward from the optical axis in one direction only, within a double sector of angles within ±0° of the field axis. The span of observed propagation angles matches nicely to the contour plot in Fig 4(b).

As noted previously, $\theta_{\text{split}}$ resolved BLS data were obtained with a rotating slit-type aperture scheme. In order to resolve the full 0°-360° range of possible $\theta_{\text{split}}$ values, the measurements were done with a half slit arrangement that extends outward from the optical axis in one direction only, rather than the full slit shown in Fig. 1. Figure 5 shows a representative polar plot of BLS intensity data as a function of $\theta_{\text{split}}$ for the $f_{p/2}$ split magnon peak in Fig. 2(d) at $P_{f_p} = 5.56$ mW. As in Fig. 4, the field is parallel to the $\theta_{\text{split}} = 0$ direction. The data were obtained for angular steps of 2° and with the same scanning times for all measurements. The dashed lines at angles of $\theta_{\text{split}}^\text{max}$ to the horizontal mark the expected range of pumped magnons from Fig. 4. The angular distribution of the DESW $f_{p/2}$ magnons is clear from the figure and no extensive discussion is needed here. The data show, rather unambiguously, that the BLS signal is constrained within a double sector of angles within ±$\theta_{\text{split}}^\text{max}$ of the field axis. The span of observed propagation angles matches nicely to the contour plot in Fig 4(b).

The above data and theoretical connections provide a complete map of the DESW $f_{p/2}$ magnons that result from the three wave splitting process for pumped MSBVW magnons. Both the directly measured wave numbers and the propagation directions of the split magnons match nicely to theory. This represents the first direct experimental map of three magnon splitting processes in any magnetic system pumped in the backward wave configuration. The data in (a) and the iso-frequency contours in (b) confirm the match-up noted in the introduction to this section. The onset of detected spin waves as a function of the experimental $k_{\text{max}}$ value occurs precisely at the theoretical lower limit $k$ value at $k_{0}$ = $1.1 \times 10^4$ rad/cm for the half-frequency DESW spin waves. These lower limit $k$ - values are marked in (b) by open circles. Note that this onset point in (b) is for a DESW propagation direction that is parallel to the static field and with a propagation angle $\theta_{\text{split}}$ equal to zero or 180° only. The full iso-frequency contours in (b), however, provide much more information that the confirmation of this onset point for split magnons. The contours allow one to read off the allowed propagation angles for the split magnons with $k > k_{0} = 1.1 \times 10^4$ rad/cm. From these plots, one expects that the angle selective BLS data will reveal spin-wave propagation angles for the half-frequency spin waves in the range $-\theta_{\text{split}}^\text{max} < \theta_{\text{split}} < \theta_{\text{split}}^\text{max}$, and $(180° - \theta_{\text{split}}^\text{max}) < \theta_{\text{split}} < (180° + \theta_{\text{split}}^\text{max})$.

As noted previously, $\theta_{\text{split}}$ resolved BLS data were obtained with a rotating slit-type aperture scheme. In order to resolve the full 0°-360° range of possible $\theta_{\text{split}}$ values, the measurements were done with a half slit arrangement that extends outward from the optical axis in one direction only, rather than the full slit shown in Fig. 1. Figure 5 shows a representative polar plot of BLS intensity data as a function of $\theta_{\text{split}}$ for the $f_{p/2}$ split magnon peak in Fig. 2(d) at $P_{f_p} = 5.56$ mW. As in Fig. 4, the field is parallel to the $\theta_{\text{split}} = 0$ direction. The data were obtained for angular steps of 2° and with the same scanning times for all measurements. The dashed lines at angles of $\theta_{\text{split}}^\text{max}$ to the horizontal mark the expected range of pumped magnons from Fig. 4. The angular distribution of the DESW $f_{p/2}$ magnons is clear from the figure and no extensive discussion is needed here. The data show, rather unambiguously, that the BLS signal is constrained within a double sector of angles within ±$\theta_{\text{split}}^\text{max}$ of the field axis. The span of observed propagation angles matches nicely to the contour plot in Fig 4(b).

The above data and theoretical connections provide a complete map of the DESW $f_{p/2}$ magnons that result from the three wave splitting process for pumped MSBVW magnons. Both the directly measured wave numbers and the propagation directions of the split magnons match nicely to theory. This represents the first direct experimental map of three magnon splitting processes in any magnetic system pumped in the backward wave configuration.

Turn now to the confluence magnons. Recall that in this case, blocking circles as well as diaphragms and slit apertures were used for the wave-vector selective measurements. The changes in intensity with diaphragm diameter $d$ for the $f_c$ peak are quite different from those for the split magnons. In this case, the signal increases steadily as $d$ is increased from 1 to 6 mm and then appears to increase at a slightly lower rate up to the limit $d$ -value of 10 mm. This implies that the predominant confluence magnon $k$ - values are generally below...
about $10^4$ rad/cm or so. For the light block in place of the diaphragm, the $f_c$ peak signal intensity starts high and gradually diminishes to near zero as $d$ is increased from the initial 2 mm value to the 10 mm upper limit value. This serves to confirm a confluence magnon distribution with $k < 10^4$ rad/cm and predominant $k$-values somewhat below this limit. At the same time, the slit aperture data indicate propagation angles that are typically 30°-60° and 120°-150° away from the field axis. Recall that the split magnons are all very close to the field axis. It is clear from these results that the wave vector make-up of the confluence magnons is very different from that for the split magnons.

Figure 6 shows representative wave-vector selective BLS data for the $f_c$ peak in Fig. 2 and companion iso-frequency magnon wave vector contour plots for the low order DESW spin-wave dispersion branches at $f_k = f_c$. Graph (a) shows the $f_c$ peak intensity as a function of the diaphragm and light block cut-off wave numbers, $k_{\text{max}}$ and $k_{\text{min}}$, as indicated. The shaded curve at the bottom of the graph provides a qualitative indication of the $f_c$ magnon $k$-distribution implied by the two sets of data. Graph (b) shows calculated iso-frequency contour plots for the 2.25 GHz $f_c$ cut of the dipole-exchange spin-wave dispersion surface. The angle $\theta_{k-c}^{\text{max}}$ indicates the maximum theoretical in-plane spin wave propagation angle for the confluence magnons. Graph (c) shows representative BLS data in a polar plot representation for the $f_c$ confluence magnon peak in Fig. 2. In order to obtain the somewhat balanced 4-lobe plots shown in (c), it was necessary to use both anti-Stokes positive frequency side BLS data for $90° < \theta_k < 270°$ and Stokes negative frequency side data for $-90°(270°) < \theta_k < 90°$.

The results in Fig. 6 provide a useful map of the magnon make-up for the BLS confluence peak. These results also demonstrate the marked difference between these confluence magnons at $f_c$ and the split magnons at $f_p/2$ discussed at the start of this section. Graph (a), for example, shows that the $f_c$ magnons are limited to $k$ values below $10^4$ rad/cm, while the data in Fig. 4 show that the split magnons are all at wave numbers well in excess of $10^4$ rad/cm. Graph (b) shows, moreover, that the expected angular distribution of the $f_c$ magnons emphasizes propagation directions at about 45° or so, relative to the field axis, while the predominant $\theta_k$ values for the split magnons are much closer to the field axis. The angular data in (c) confirm that the magnons associated with the $f_c$ peak do, in fact, give polar plot lobes that match the theory.

V. PUMPING FREQUENCY DEPENDENCES

The results in Secs. III and IV serve to quantify the presence of (1) DESW $f_p/2$ magnons that result from the parametric three wave splitting process for pumped MSBVW magnons, and (2) confluence magnons at $f_c$ that result from the recombination of the DESW magnons. The wave-number make-up and propagation characteristics of these magnons were mapped experimentally and connected to theory. All of these results, however, are based on data for one fixed value of the in-plane field and one specific drive frequency selected for strong coupling to the pumped MSBVW mode. This section is concerned with one further test of the mode connections established above, based on the effect of changes in the pumping frequency $f_p$ on the BLS response, with the field held at the same value as before. The strategy here is similar to that of Synogach et al. in Ref. 1. In that work, done for the case of pumped magnetostatic surface modes, an increase in both the field and the pumping frequency resulted in an upward shift in both the spin wave band and the operating point frequency to the point where three magnon splitting processes are no longer allowed. This elimination of three magnon splitting processes resulted in a major change in the microwave response of the surface wave delay line structure.

The approach here is much simpler. The field was held at the same value as before, but now, the pumping frequency was gradually decreased to the point where the downshifted $f_p/2$ cut across the spin wave dispersion curve diagram falls below
the bottom of the band of DESW modes. One can see this basic effect from Fig. 3. The bottom of the band sits at about 1.0125 GHz. This means that a pumping frequency below about twice this value, or 2.025 GHz, will be low enough to eliminate the possibility of any three magnon splitting response at all. One can also see that as the pumping frequency is gradually lowered, the $f_p/2$ cut of modes across the bottom of the band will become narrower and narrower and the mean $k-$value for the split magnons will shift out to about $4 \times 10^4$ rad/cm just before the splitting response vanishes. This will also cause the $f_c$ point for the confluence magnons to move closer and closer to $f_p$.

Panels (a) - (d) in Fig. 7 show the effect of a lowering of the pump frequency on the spectra in Fig. 2. The data go from the range where three magnon splitting is readily allowed, as in (a) for $f_p = 2.4$ GHz, to a range where such processes are barely allowed, as in (d) for $f_p = 2.1$ GHz. All data were obtained for the same configuration and parameters as for the data in Fig. 2(d), except for the shift in pumping frequency.

The three vertical dashed lines in (a) and (b) mark the pumping frequency operating point ($f_p$), the confluence ($f_c$) and splitting ($f_p/2$) peaks from the data, as indicated. In (c), the two vertical dashed lines mark the $f_p$ and $f_p/2$ points only. In this case, the $f_c$ point is so close to the operating point that the two frequencies are indistinguishable. The single vertical dashed line in (d) marks the $f_p$ point only. The arbitrary unit [a.u.] vertical axis BLS intensity scales for the four graphs show self consistent relative values.

![Fig. 7](image.png)

**FIG. 7.** Representative BLS spectra of scattering intensity vs. frequency for different pumping frequencies. (a) $f_p = 2.4$ GHz, (b) $f_p = 2.3$ GHz, (c) $f_p = 2.2$ GHz and (d) $f_p = 2.1$ GHz. The static external field was set to 352 Oe. The nominal spectrometer free spectral range was 8 GHz. There were no wave-vector selective diaphragms or light blocks in place and the measuring time was the same for all scans. The vertical dashed lines and labels identify different peaks in the spectra at $f_p$, at $f_c$, and at $f_p/2$.

Note also that the data show a clear degradation in the shape of the band that the splitting and confluence effects of interest are barely allowed, as in (d) for $f_p = 2.1$ GHz. All data were obtained for the same configuration and parameters as for the data in Fig. 2(d), except for the shift in pumping frequency. The three vertical dashed lines in (a) and (b) mark the pumping frequency operating point ($f_p$), the confluence ($f_c$) and splitting ($f_p/2$) peaks from the data, as indicated. In (c), the two vertical dashed lines mark the $f_p$ and $f_p/2$ points only. In this case, the $f_c$ point is so close to the operating point that the two frequencies are indistinguishable. The single vertical dashed line in (d) marks the $f_p$ point only. The arbitrary unit [a.u.] vertical axis BLS intensity scales for the four graphs show self consistent relative values. The matching scales for (a), (b), and (c) demonstrate the evolution of the spectra and the individual intensities with the drop in frequency. The larger range for (d) shows the rapid rise in the strength of the $f_p$ peak as one approaches the cut-off point for splitting.

The four panels in Fig. 7 demonstrate the evolution scenario outlined above. Recall that as $f_p$ is gradually reduced, the gap between the $f_p/2$ and the bottom of the band becomes smaller and smaller. This means that the $f_c$ point must also move closer and closer to $f_p$. This is precisely what one sees from panels (a) - (c) in Fig. 7. For (a) the $f_p$ to $f_c$ spacing has dropped from the nominal 0.25 GHz value in Fig. 2 to 0.1 GHz.

For (b) this spacing has dropped further to about 0.05 GHz. In (c), the $f_c$ peak position is not even discernable from $f_p$ on the scale of the graph. Finally, for the case shown in Fig. 7(d), with the bottom of the band at about 1.02 GHz and $f_p/2$ at 1.05 GHz, the half frequency point is so close to the bottom of the band that the splitting and confluence effects of interest here no longer occur. In panel (d), one sees that the $f_p/2$ splitting peak has disappeared entirely and the peak at $f_p$ has increased in intensity by a factor of 3 or so.

The above points mainly relate to the evolution in the shape of the spectra as the pumping frequency is decreased. Note also that the data show a clear degradation in the shape of the $f_p/2$ splitting peak as one goes from panel (a) to panel (c). This degradation can be attributed, quite plausibly, to two things, (1) the move of the $f_p/2$ frequency cut closer and closer to the bottom of the band, and (2) the wave number limits in the collection optics. From Fig. 3, one can see that as one moves from the situation shown to a pump frequency at the bottom of the band, the $k-$value for the split frequency modes that contribute to the confluence will move from the indicated value of about $2 \times 10^4$ rad/cm out to about $4 \times 10^4$ rad/cm. At the same time, the maximum $k-$value that can be accessed by the collection lens is about $3.6 \times 10^4$ rad/cm. This means that the somewhat washed out $f_p/2$ peaks in (b) and (c) are for wave numbers that approach or exceed the limits of the set-up.

**V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION**

Three magnon splitting and confluence processes in thin YIG films for the MSBVW propagation configuration has been experimentally observed by Brillouin light scattering measurements and confirmed by wave-vector selective analysis. A complete characterization for both of these nonlinear processes has been made. The change in the response with pumping frequency as well as the fully analyzed wave-vector make up of the product magnons provide proof positive of these processes. Interestingly, and perhaps fortuitously, the data reveal a confluence response for only selected half-frequency split magnons that are slightly downshifted from the strict half-frequency point. This state of affairs pushes the confluence peak to a point slightly below the peak at the signal frequency and renders it observable.
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